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Prologue 
 

 
And sometimes we look to the end of the tale that there 

should be marriage feasts, and find only, as it were,  
black marigolds and a silence. 

—Azedinne El Mocadecci (Izz al-Din al-Mosadeqi), 
quoted by Edward Powys Mathers in Love Songs of Asia 

(Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1919) 
 
 
 
I guess the cold can be a nasty, bitter, cold-blooded killer. 
Around this time of year it prefers to prey on the thin and 
scrawny – not the podgy ones, the ones specially fattened 
up for Christmas. 

So I picture the cold as kind of like the wolf who 
singles out the youngest and weakest, the oldest and 
loneliest at the edge of the herd. With its eye on the tired, 
the underfed and unaware – on those who really should 
have listened to Evelyn the weatherwoman’s warning of 
widespread frost and overnight sub-zero temperatures. It 
must be hard to heed her warnings when you don’t have a 
radio or TV. 

Anyway, enough of me for the moment, because I’m 
not part of the picture. That’s the point: I’m just the one 
looking at the picture, trying to make sense of it all. 
Instead, let’s zoom in on that guy over there, and how the 
cold is about to strike. 

He’s called Jimmy Bermingham: about five feet nine or 
ten, a bony underweight forty-year-old guy from Inchicore 
who’s about to be hit, about to go through all the familiar 
symptoms. 
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It’s hard to pinpoint the decisive moment though. 
Maybe it was about ten minutes ago, when he had to take 
his hands out of his pockets. You see Jimmy has big 
hands; normally he’s good with his hands, or would be. 
Normally it would only take a couple of minutes to delve 
in the big bins at the back of the restaurant in Capel Street. 
Jimmy isn’t clumsy, not usually – even though when he 
was growing up his mother was always saying he was all 
fingers and thumbs. 

No, Jimmy isn’t “all hands”. Not normally. But what 
with the biting cold and bitter wind snapping away at him, 
nothing is normal any more. Right now his hands are 
bloody clumsy. “Bloody” being the operative word. 

Not that his hands would know it as such, but his body 
has just made an executive decision. The order has gone 
out: Tighten the network of capillaries on the surface of his hands. 
The fingers and thumbs must go into chill mode.  

This major decision is necessary in order to send warm 
blood back from the skin surfaces and deep into his torso 
to protect Jimmy’s vital organs. His body has just decided 
– after, as it were, a show of hands – that this is the kind 
of dire emergency in which fingers and thumbs aren’t vital 
any more, aren’t really part of you. It’s all a question of 
survival. Fingers and thumbs are expendable. They can be 
abandoned, like a small colonial outpost thousands of 
miles from the heart of the empire. Or like a lost spy, 
given up for the sake of the spy ring. You can afford to 
lose a spy – or in Jimmy’s case some fingers and toes – if 
it’s for the sake of the network. 

Arctic winds whip his face, squeeze tears from his eyes, 
make it impossible to see into the depths of the bin. 
Jimmy’s hands rummage away blindly as best they can. In 
the dull orange lamplight a vague figure strolls by. Jimmy 
tries to stumble towards the figure without knowing why. 
Like his body is on autopilot. The figure speeds up 
because Jimmy must look a right state: the pale, unshaven 
face, the raggedy old coat and torn smelly jumper, clothes 
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blackened with grime, no hat or gloves any more; even his 
own hands don’t seem to belong to him.  

Seconds or hours later the wind drops, the figure is 
gone. Jimmy has lost all sense of time; for the next five 
eternities he finds it impossible to think of anything much 
apart from his hands. Wild violent shivers ripple through 
his wiry frame. Without a decent layer of fat for 
protection, the cold creeps closer and closer to his warm 
blood. Like a vampire. Or a hungry wolf. 

Slurring, shuffling towards another vague figure, his 
breath coming in hurried wisps of frosted air, his fingers 
turning blue. 

How was he to know that his hands are expendable? 
Fingers that are used to handling car engines, not medical 
textbooks. More used to metal, pistons and sparkplugs to 
be touched and twisted, stroked and handled, not a fleshy 
world of veins and tissues.  

The surface blood vessels are contracting tighter and 
tighter as his body tries to focus its remaining resources on 
keeping his vital organs warm. His body heat is draining 
away at a shocking rate, yet for some strange reason Jimmy 
has a powerful urge to have a piss – a piss in the freezing 
night air. It must be nine or ten hours since that last cup of 
tea, the sugary strong tea with the ham sandwich at the 
soup kitchen. But Jimmy is dying for a pee, dying for a tea, 
with a mad urge to take off his coat and jumper and look 
for somewhere to burrow down. 

That’s another wicked trick the cold plays before it 
moves in for the kill. The very muscles that were supposed 
to be closing off his peripheral blood vessels are now so 
exhausted that they can’t contract any more, and suddenly 
– SNAP! – like a rubber band that’s stretched too far, the 
network of capillaries relax. That’s the wicked twist: this 
sudden surge of blood and heat back to his extremities. 
The cold is hoodwinking Jimmy’s body into feeling 
overheated. 

I’m no doctor either, but since then I’ve come across 
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the medical term for it: for this mad urge to take your 
clothes off even though – or precisely because – your core 
body temperature is dipping dangerously below thirty 
centigrade, and how this in turn will only multiply the rate 
of heat loss. They call it Paradoxical Undressing. 

This, too, is why you’ll sometimes read how stranded 
soldiers in the deep snow will start to strip off their 
blankets and uniforms: Hannibal’s army in the Alps during 
the Second Punic War; Napoleon’s troops on the road to 
Moscow; the German infantry, many still in their summer 
uniforms, stalled on the outskirts of Moscow or Stalingrad. 
Even for the greatest military commander, Paradoxical 
Undressing can cost you a war. 

Maybe this, too, is why they sometimes misdiagnose a 
hypothermia case in Dublin city centre as a sexual assault. 

Or why experienced members of the search and rescue 
team in the Wicklow Mountains on a cold snowy night 
aren’t so surprised to see a trail of clothes leading to a 
frozen corpse. 

See? Paradoxical Undressing. Must be true, if they have 
a name for it. 

 
But this was no mountain Jimmy Bermingham was on. 
Jimmy didn’t know what he was on. He was burning up, 
confused, exhausted, looking for somewhere to curl up 
and burrow down. Anywhere would do – behind a 
wardrobe, under a bed. Yet there weren’t any beds or 
wardrobes here. For the life of him he didn’t know where 
“here” was any more. 

Jimmy was on Africa’s great plains under a blazing sky; 
he was on a long white yacht in a flaming hot sun, floating 
towards a Greek island; he was in a burning tank on the 
road to Basra. 

Wherever it was, it had to be outdoors, he was burning 
up, and more and more confused. So confused that after 
going through the Paradoxical Undressing phase he hadn’t 
realised that he’d already reached the Hide and Die phase. 
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Its final stage, the one where there’s nowhere left to hide 
or die. 

So Jimmy Bermingham was already as good as dead I 
guess. After forty years and five months, poor Jimmy’s 
body was heating up and cooling down, speeding up and 
slowing down, shutting down to nothingness …  

 
Since the recession kicked in I guess I must have passed 
him a dozen times in town. Yet even now I can’t say I’d 
ever noticed him. Never met him, never talked to him, 
knew next to nothing about him even now, and would 
probably forget him just as quickly. 

But in my business names are supposed to be 
important. 

The name of the cheating husband’s mistress. 
The name of the thieving employee. 
The name of someone’s birth mother. 
The name of which client is paying my bills this week. 
Yet that’s all Jimmy Bermingham ever was to me: a 

name, a date of birth, a job. That’s all; a few quick 
scribbles in a notebook back at the office, a mugshot in 
my jacket, a text message from his ex called Paula. 

That’s all he was, all he’d become: an economic 
casualty, a statistic, one more working man with no work 
to go to any more. Just another hopeless little case in my 
filing cabinet of lost causes and – no offence, wherever 
Jimmy was tonight – a case for which we weren’t even 
getting paid. 

But Wilde & Reid Investigations ain’t no registered 
charity. And just because it’s Christmas there’s no point in 
going all gooey-sentimental and jingly-jangly about it, is 
there? 
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Day #1: Sprouts and Santas 
 
 

Saturday, 14 December 
 

Stephen Hussey looked again at the stupid ad in the stupid 
freesheet rag on the stupid kitchen table: “Wanted – Santa 
Claus’s …” 

Oh yeah? Shouldn’t that be Santa Clauses? Our Eileen is 
the one to ask. She’s the one who went to stupid “uni-
firstery”. She’s the one should know her plurals from her 
apostrophes and …  

“Wanted – Santa Claus’s, €9.65 an hour …” 
That’s feck all money.  
“… for seasonal work with …” 
Talk about the bleedin’ obvious. Course it’s seasonal 

work! When you’ve Shaky Stevens on the radio every five 
minutes singing Merry Christmas everyone? Can’t get more 
seasonal than that. What a stupid bloody ad. 

“… seasonal work with Santa’s Helpers blah blah blah, city 
centre, 6 hours per day. Includes training. NB also includes free 
lunch in our staff canteen. Call Susan Meredith at blah blah blah.” 

Stephen was about to turn the page to learn about the 
joys of bathroom fittings when …  
€9.65? A tenner an hour? Shite money. And yet …  
The fringe benefits for a start. Free lunch – all you can 

eat (reading between the lines) in our staff canteen. 
But six hours a day? Feck that for a bunch of soldiers. 

Wasn’t Eileen always pestering him to get out from under 
her feet and get a part-time something or other? But six 
hours? It’s a bit much all the same, at my age. 

Still … indoor work. Has to be. Better than traipsing 
round Phibsboro in the wind and rain with the stupid 
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Christmas bloody post again. 
And with Santa’s Helpers? Like what’s the betting the 

elfie ones do half the work, right? 
Stephen shivered as the roof and windows gave a 

sudden rattle and rumble. The wind is manic this morning. 
The rain too, after weeks of mild weather. You’d be mad 
to be out in it. 

All the same: Free lunch in our staff canteen. All that you 
can eat … 

And includes training.  
Stephen patted his stomach. Wouldn’t even need a 

pillow, what with my natural, um … no, not a beer belly 
it’s a paunch, that’s all. You’d just need to let the hair out – 
which is only fair enough because you never see a Santy 
with a ponytail, or a skinny Santa either. Just fluff the hair 
out, stick on a beard, learn me the deep boomy ho-ho-ho 
bits and you’ve the perfect Father Christmas, right? Yeah. 
No need to tell her nibs about the free lunch. Or the 
hourly rate. She’d forget it in a minute anyway because our 
Eileen has a mind like a sieve. So. Santa will go to the ball. 
With cash in hand, free nosh and a feed of pints this 
Christmas. Weeks of it. Ho ho fuckin’ ho!  

Might even take the decorations down from the attic 
while we’re at it: the box of baubles and tinsel, the angels, 
paper chains, the lot. And the fragile glass balls that are 
always breaking, and the string of stupid blinking lights 
with something always going wrong with them.  

It’ll distract her all the same. Put her in a good mood 
for the big announcement about how we’re being – what’s 
the word again? – I’m being headhunted, Eileen. For a bit of 
seasonal work. No, pay’s not great, but they say they really 
need us, season of goodwill, for the chisellers y’know? 

While we’re at it, might even hang a stupid string 
across the fireplace again. For her Christmas cards. For – 
what d’you call it? Yeah: fireside diplomacy. 
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Butter, brandy, eggs, sultanas, currants, oranges, cinnamon, cloves … 
When in doubt, make a list. Right. So that’s exactly what 
Eileen Hussey did.  

… cloves, muscovado sugar (or maybe demerara). 
And: turkey, spuds, ham, carrots, onions, parsley, sage, 

rosemary, Domestos. Anything else? Foil? Toilet cleaner? Kitchen 
gloves? What? Oh yeah, sprouts of course. 

Of course. Because it all starts with the sprouts. 
Because you either love them or … Stephen hates them 
and I’m in the love camp, Eileen told herself. So firmly in 
that cosy little camp – OK, not so little, a good deal bigger 
than the Greenham Common camp that Sara and the girls 
were always on about when Eileen stayed with them in 
Stoke Newington in second year of uni (OK, strictly 
speaking a poly) way back when and … where was she 
again?  

Oh yeah. So firmly was she in the love camp that 
sprouts were as much a part of Christmas as, well, the Late 
Late Toy Show or the Queen’s Speech. Sprouts were to 
Christmas as mince pies were to Dickens. Or snowballs to 
snowmen. Or that old John and Yoko song about how, 
you know, the war is finally over if you just want it to be. 
But which war? Did he mean the Troubles? Does it really 
matter now? Lovely old song all the same. 

Where was she again? Oh yeah, sprouts. Sprouts are 
Christmas, we are having them so he can like it or lump it. 

Lump it. Have another look at the shopping list. Why is 
the weather so gusty and all … Decembery all of a sudden? 
Feckity feck. And how come, despite the wind and the 
rain, town is mad busy this morning? Jammers, with long 
queues stretching from Penneys to Easons, to the book 
store’s Abbey Street entrance. 

Eileen asked a nice polite young man what the fuss was 
about.  

“Oh you know, the astronaut,” he said. 
“Come again?” She hadn’t a clue. 
“The fella from the Space Station. For a book signing.” 
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“Oh? Of course!” As in the man with the funny 
moustache from last night’s Late Late, your man the dead 
ringer for Brendan O’Carroll. The spaceman with a guitar. 

In Moore Street the wind was worse again, pushing the 
Saturday shoppers this way and that, flitting about with 
their shopping bags and crippled umbrellas, like butterflies 
not knowing where they were going. Drunk butterflies, or 
butterflies after being sprayed with …. what’s the proper 
chemical name for DDT again? Dichlorodi-diddle-di-dorum. 
While we’re at it, what happened to carbolic acid? You 
never see C6H5OH and its benzene rings in the 
supermarket nowadays. 

She reached the Henry Street end of the street. The veg 
on the first three stalls was bound to be pricier, smart 
shoppers would try the stalls further down. When it comes 
to brussels sprouts, though, why are people ever so stupid, 
so unimaginative, making it such a mystery? The humble 
sprout of all things? Why are they more clueless than the 
staff and guests in an Agatha Christie country house 
murder? 

That’s another thing our Stephen isn’t fond of, she 
reminded herself: (a) Miss Marple; (b) the new property 
tax; (c) the “stupid” new water charges “when we’ve all 
this stupid rain”; (d) “the (insert swearword) piranhas with 
their bin charges”; (e) the brussels sprouts of course; and 
(f) … (f) …?  

For the life of her she couldn’t remember what (f) was.  
Stephen was always saying Miss Marple was such a 

nosey parker busy-body that the rest of the village would 
have throttled her to death by now. “Yeah, in the library, 
with a candlestick or the rope – and four kilos of stupid 
sprouts.” That’s what he’d be saying as the bodies piled up 
in Lady Havercroft’s conservatory. 

But what was Daddy, God rest him, what was Daddy 
always saying about the sprouts? Reach their peak in mid-
December, with the cabbage, kale and leek, remember? Perfect 
winter fare, frost-hardy, snow resistant. And wasn’t 
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Mammy always swearing – this was before Mammy broke 
her hip and took a turn and really did start cursing like a 
drunken sailor or a kid with Tourette’s – wasn’t she always 
saying how sprouts are like parsnips, best after the first 
frost? 

Mammy only went doolally because it was a chemical 
thing. Anyone would at her age, what with all the 
aluminium saucepans back then before anyone knew any 
better, before stainless steel and nonstick were invented. 
But Mammy was spot on about the sprouts. Forget all that 
global warming guff about rising temperatures and how 
the poor sprouts will peak too soon and become so bitter 
that we’ll no longer have them at Christmas any more and 
we’ll just have vineyards in Cork. Look at the wind and 
freezing rain this morning. I’ll give you global warming. Mind 
you, it could be an aberration. The weather has been fierce 
mild for weeks now: snowdrops in the back garden already 
and Stephen says the sea lions in the Zoo have gone off 
their grub. Stupid things won’t fatten up because they 
think it’s autumn still, he says. Sea lions. Or was it the 
penguins? 

Anyway, sprouts it is and that’s that. You can’t have 
Christmas without sprouts, climate change or no climate 
change. What do the climate changers know anyhow, half 
of them not even proper scientists, just hippy kids with 
rings in their noses and a dog on a string with no 
qualifications? Wouldn’t know a benzene ring if it came up 
and bit them. 

The next stall was far more promising. Cheaper 
anyway. She flicked through the big ones and small ones, 
the spotty ones and young ones and old ones, the yellow 
ones with withered leaves and a whiff on them that said 
“I’m way past my Best Before date, Eileen. I probably 
have little insects. I harbour them.” 

Only … hasn’t the Dunnes in Stephen’s Green a half 
kilo for six cents this week? Six cents for a bag of sprouts. 
Same for parsnips. And only five cents for onions and 
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carrots in Lidl. Mad prices – sure everyone knows the 
plastic bag alone costs five cents. No wonder the farmers 
are up in arms – they must be giving them away. They’re 
calling it the Carrot Wars, like two armies of carrots are 
kicking and punching each other. 

But we’re no farmers, Eileen thought, so let’s try the 
Lidl at the top of the street. Or Aldi around the corner. 
But she was in no mood for a mob of mad shoppers, 
trolleys with a life of their own, the old ones who had to 
stop for a chat, blocking the aisles for everyone; the brazen 
bitchy ones fighting over the last bargain foot spa for their 
mammies – even if the mammy had a foot spa last year 
and probably had eight fecky foot spas by now. Christmas 
shoppers stocking up in a mad panic like they’re about to 
be locked up on Robben Island with Nelson Mandela so 
they rush to grab eighteen years of loo rolls and lots of 
foot spas. Yeah, best give Lidl a miss this morning. 

If Stephen had his way they’d be shopping online. 
Always badgering her to get the Internet. “Then we can 
talk to Trish and the grandkids for free, and order Ryanair 
flights.” Another one of his Bright Ideas.  

So she told him they didn’t need the Internet.  
Stephen said everyone had it nowadays.  
Well we don’t, she said.  
Exactly, he said. 
She reminded him how they didn’t even have a PC. If 

he’d done the Christmas post again this year they could 
have put enough away to get a PC and the broadband. 

“Christmas post? At my age? Don’t be daft, woman.” 
Inspecting his nails like he’d just had an expensive 
manicure. “Nobody should be trudging the streets with 
bags of post in my condition.” 

What condition? Couchitis? Severe Settee Syndrome? 
The next stall on the street had a bright green layer of, 

well, sprout heaven really. No cuts, no spots or blemishes 
or harbourers. Organic too, allegedly. It was the best 
Christmas feeling ever, sprouts that were just so: small and 
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tiny and clammed tight as a mussel. Mind you, sprouts like 
that you’d need to eat right away. What day was it anyway? 
The fourteenth? Fifteenth? Way too early for the 
Christmas dinner anyway. And his lordship would never let 
them in the house yet, like they were lepers or Jehovah’s 
Witnesses or the local TD. Right, sprouts: you’ll just have 
to wait till next Saturday. Friday at the earliest. 

But Ted? Ted would be a sprouts man. Course he 
would. Not like Stephen. Ted would be in the love camp, 
bound to be. Eileen would ask him too, next time she saw 
him, next Tuesday night. 

But like Deirdre was always saying, Ted should do 
something about his appearance. Baggy jeans and 
lumberjack shirts? Terrible old clobber. Ted has a fine face 
for his age. Lovely hair too, what’s left of it. But it’s all 
over the place and could do with a decent trim. Deirdre 
said Ted looks like a baldy old Rory Gallagher. She could 
have a cruel mouth at times, that woman. 

Eileen passed FX Buckleys. Should we order spiced 
beef from the butchers, or maybe do our own this year? 
They always had a side of spiced beef for Christmas when 
she was young. Only … how do you make spiced beef 
again? What does it taste like? For the life of her she 
couldn’t remember. Not even what it looked like. She 
knew the name for it, what it was called, but not what it 
was. The more she thought of the words the more the 
thing itself became a slippery dark eel of a thing, wriggling 
about, never letting itself come into focus. 

Spiced beef. Involves a rub of sorts – has to, of course 
it does. A dry rub of spices. Black peppercorns, allspice, 
juniper berries, brown sugar, salt and … what else? 
Saltpetre. Obviously. Saltpetre. What’s its proper chemical 
name again? 

More importantly, what does spiced beef look like? 
What does it taste like? What is it? 

Right. He’ll bloody well have a glazed ham instead. 
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Day #2: Christmas Jumpers 
 
 

Sunday, 15 December 
 
“When you see people wearing Christmas Jumpers in early 
November, it’s the first indication that Christmas is 
coming!” 

At least that’s what the DeadlyChristmasJumpers.com 
crowd were saying on their website, with a jolly festive 
exclamation mark or two!!!! 

If you know me you know I have a serious problem 
with the C word. But it was already way too late. 
Christmas had been on its way for weeks now, and it was 
Christmas Christmas everywhere. 

Bloody Christmas ads on the radio, Christmas Jumpers 
in the pubs, fir trees with fairy lights on every second 
street corner, from O’Connell Street to the middle of 
Busáras. They turned on the Christmas lights in Grafton 
Street months ago, and started putting up the fun fair and 
ice rink at the Point or O2 or whatever the brand name it’s 
called this year. 

In Smithfield Square every evening the jets of light 
bathed the gas braziers’ canopies in green and primary 
colours. Around the corner in Stoneybatter, every second 
shop window had its decorations and polystyrene snow; 
the Lilliput Stores had tasteful white paper snowflakes; 
even the DIY store window on Manor Street was doing its 
bit for the Christmas spirit. Yeah, have a Happy Hardware! 

Christmas. Sneaking up on us again. Marinating us in 
mulled wine and mincemeat and advertising tinsel and 
sales talk. Surrounding us with its false jollity and Baby 
Jesuses and mad pantos with cheeky drag queens. You 
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could already hear the Hark the Heralds and Away in a 
Mangers, already smell chestnuts roasting on the open fires, 
the roast turkey and gravy with all the trimmings, the turf 
smoke and pine trees, the fresh ink of the double-issue 
RTÉ Guide. You could almost picture the family rows over 
the Monopoly cheats, the snapping of Christmas crackers 
with the same old crappy jokes, the …  

Stop the fecking lights. 
The offices of Wilde & Reid Investigations were 

decidedly treeless, crackerless and fairylightless this 
morning. The windows weren’t sprayed with fake snow. 
The walls weren’t adorned with holly and ivy. Back home, 
fat Santas weren’t parachuting down the front of my house 
like a platoon of drunken burglars with red sacks of 
goodies. 

Christmas was not happening in the Reid household 
and I was in no mood to deck the malls with shopping 
orgies. It wasn’t just a matter of principle either, more a 
matter of moolah. It’s hard enough trying to throw a 
decent office party when your office has only one person 
on the payroll this winter; it’s even harder when your 
income and outgoings aren’t on speaking terms this week. 

The streets outside stank of late nights, cod and chips 
and onion rings, and I wanted some. But all my kitchen 
had was the end of a sliced pan, a tetrapak of milk and a 
jar of …  

 
Oh yeah. Honey. Somewhere at the back of the press, or 
maybe the spice cupboard. A very special jar of honey, old 
as the hills, a present from Christmas ’97 or ’98, and so 
typically Arnaud. 

Arnaud Connolly is a chef. Arnaud is a foodie, a film 
nut, a full-back in footie and half French. So good old 
Arnaud not only presented me with the jar but had to give 
a potted History of Honey Production in Southern France since the 
Roman Occupation. A very French, philosophical 
presentation – despite being schooled in Dublin, Arnaud 
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has had all the pros and cons of a Baccalauréat – on how 
this particular honey was existential. It was nothing less 
than a special ontological phenomenological thingness 
kind of thing. 

“Seriously, Mossie,” Arnaud said, “it’s terroir 
personified. Lavender honey all the way from Narbonne.” 

“Where?” 
“Just around the corner from the beach huts on stilts 

where they shot Betty Blue. Best honey in the world it is.” 
“Yeah right, Arnaud. You did say lavender?” 
“Yeah, exactly. It’s what you’re about to taste. The 

terroir of the garrigue, the bees feasting away under the hot 
Midi sun, the scrublands and vineyards, the wild thyme 
and rosemary, the …” 

“Lavender?” 
“Yeah. It’s potted sunshine.” 
OK, I admit it: Arnaud’s honey was amazing. Still is, 

despite – or because of – the slightly soapy lavender taste. 
So I filled the toaster, looked at the lid’s Best Before date 
in French: 2002, more than a decade ago. As old as the 
pyramids. 

“Oh yeah. That’s the other thing,” Arnaud had added. 
“They’re always finding honey in the pyramids, Mossie. 
Still edible after millennia.” 

As if. Like these archaeologists open up the ancient 
burial tombs of Luxor, find a honey comb, put on the 
toaster and have a good natter about how the Pharaohs 
pimp their cribs, while munching away on their priceless 
discovery? Yeah right. Honey may grow old gracefully, but 
even honey doesn’t last for ever. 

But where was I? Oh yeah. If life were a neat detective 
novel this would be page one, paragraph one. Because if 
you’re laying a honeytrap you start with the honey. Honey 
as young and sweet as you can get. 
 
In Ned Power’s case this morning, the honey hardly 
looked old enough to vote. As for Ned, he looked twice, 
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no, thrice her age – old enough to be her dead grandfather. 
Fifty-five? Sixty-five? I’ve reached the age when I’m 
hopeless with old fogies’ ages – even worse with young 
people’s. As for faces, stick a young man in a white van 
with a breakfast roll and high-vis jacket and that face 
becomes utterly forgettable. Young women are almost as 
bad; fresh faces converging on a certain samey 
youthfulness. 

But this young face was different.  
Sweet as honey, all liquid brown eyes, eyeliner and 

mascara. Bee-sting lips, fine bone structure too, framed by 
long auburn hair. In a pigtail. Or maybe two pigtails – the 
angle in the photo made it hard to tell. You could just 
about make out her bare shoulders, the merest glimpse of 
the start of a low-cut scarlet dress. Or a top maybe. Yeah, 
maybe a tight-fitting scarlet top. Then again, you could 
never be a hundred per cent sure. 

What else was the photo saying? That this wasn’t your 
typical run-of-the-mill honeytrap to catch your typical 
cheating louse of a spouse. For a start, the other half of 
the picture was Ned Power TD. A politician. Even I’d 
heard of Ned Power. 

“When did you get it?” I asked. 
Deputy Power took his time in answering. “Last night 

around eight o’clock, Mr Reid. In the letterbox at home. 
Lucky the wife was out with the dog.” 

“And how much did you say they were looking for?” 
“Fifty K.” 
“Wow.” 
Plus VAT? No, don’t even joke about it, not even with 

a TD. Even if the politician is a joke. 
Now if this were a nice little B-movie we’d shoot the 

breeze about his blackmail case for another couple of 
minutes, we’d agree on a rate, he’d hand a fat cheque to 
my blonde bombshell secretary and tell us to get on with 
it, I’d do the drop and we’d be all done and dusted by 
Tuesday. If only life were that sweet and simple. 
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Here’s what really happened. 

Normally the offices of Wilde & Reid Investigations – 
I’m for ever calling them offices when it’s basically a first-
floor room in Stoneybatter – wouldn’t be open on a 
Sunday morning in mid December. Not normally. And 
normally I’d have no time for bloody politicians. But on 
the phone Ned Power had said it was urgent. Extremely 
bloody urgent. In my business you need to make exceptions, 
and cases don’t get much more exceptional than ones 
involving (delete where applicable) politicians, blackmail, 
honey, traps, infidelity, adultery and possibly underage sex, 
in a red dress. Or out of it. Who could tell? 

But my little office was no debating chamber, and Ned 
Power wasn’t his usual radio-friendly oratorical self this 
morning.  

“Who is she?” I asked, pouring the last dribble of 
coffee. The room was so cold I could see my breath. And 
his. He sat there slumped in a chair with a haven’t-a-clue 
expression, his hair as unkempt and unruly as Dáil 
question time. 

Try rephrasing the question: “Do you know her?” 
Silence. The only noise in the room was Ned’s left leg, 

jittering about with a life of its own. You’d be tempted to 
get up, shoot the poor thing and put it out of its misery. 

Put on the reading glasses; photo still blurred. If the 
blur was deliberate it was clever. Subtle. Added a certain 
frisson and mystery, a gritty paparazzi voyeurism. If the 
photo had a caption it would have to include the word 
“ensnared”, because it definitely showed Ned Power 
ensnared – using the term loosely, about as loosely as his 
arms in the picture. Yet it was unclear who was snaring 
whom. He was ensnaring, or ensnared with, or being 
ensnared by, a young woman. Or girl. Maybe the whole 
case hinged on such delicate distinctions: the difference 
between the with and the by, the who and the whom; between 
a grown woman or a young girl with an unforgettable face. 
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That’s blurry photos taken at odd angles for you. 
I tried the question one more time. “You don’t know 

her?” 
“I haven’t a notion.” More leg jitters. Long pause. 

“Couldn’t it be a fake all the same?” 
I shook my head. “Doubt it somehow.” 
“Like can’t they do all kinds of jiggery-pokery with the 

Photoshoppemebobs and … ?” 
“We can do tests if you like.” 
Yeah, if you like we could spoof on about how to do an Error 

Level Analysis or ELA, and how with an undoctored JPEG file 
the entire picture will have roughly the same compression levels, so you 
check the high-contrast and low-contrast edges, surfaces and textures, 
inspect the ELA results which are like a heat-map, find the hot 
zones – the sections with significantly higher compression levels – then 
you know where to look for the edits and splices, and you know 
you’ve a fake. 

Actually I haven’t a clue how to do all that, though I 
could always get a techie head who does. Usually I stick to 
the obvious stuff: disparities in shadows and lighting 
sources, the man’s face and body looking like they’ve been 
stitched together with digital Sellotape, that kind of thing. 
Anyway, this wasn’t a JPEG file on a computer: it was a 
poor-quality printout on my desk. 

“While we could waste time on tests” – I pretended to 
peer closely at the printout again – “it looks real enough to 
me. Do you think it’s a fake?” 

“No.” Pause. “Yeah.” Pause. “No.” Pause, silence, 
pause pause pause.  

“Go on,” I prodded. 
More silence, apart from my stomach. Empty bellies 

make the most sound, and this one wasn’t merely 
rumbling or grumbling – it was complaining loudly, 
demanding to speak to the manager. 

“I mean it looks real enough,” he said eventually. “I 
can vaguely remember her. I think. Kind of.” Silence 
again. At least one of us must have been thinking: what 
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kind of mad eejit forgets an unforgettable face like that? 
“Go on,” I prodded yet again. More silence. I could do 

with a cattle prod and a pair of sheepdogs. And a farmer’s 
shotgun for the jittery leg. “Anything you can remember, 
Mr Power. Anything.” 

“Well, not a time or a place but the face rings a bell. 
Kinda. Though it looks like a set-up if you ask me.” 

“But Mr Power, you’re kissing. From where I’m sitting 
you’re … canoodling.” 

“But that’s not what it is. She’s the one doing the 
noodling. I’m just …”  

“I’m sorry Mr Power. I won’t argue about what it is. 
What counts is what it looks like.” 

 Yet more silence, as dull and dismal as a box of empty 
After Eight envelopes. 

“And it looks pretty damning – like you’re in cahoots.” 
I took off my glasses, giving them a rub with the little 
towel thing from Specsavers, giving us both time to gather 
our thoughts. Though his thoughts were probably 
frolicking away in the next paddock by now. 

“Sometimes,” I began again, nice and slowly this time, 
“in a case like this it’s not what actually happened that 
counts; it’s what it looks like. Surely you can understand 
that, being in the business you’re in.” 

(Yeah, Deputy Power. It’s called spin.) 
“But that’s the problem,” he said. “I can’t honestly say 

what happened. Or when.” 
“Or who with?” 
“No. Or why it looks like that.” A big sigh. “Things 

have been manic this month, what with the run-up to 
Christmas and all. Maybe I had a few pints, but whatever 
was going on, it couldn’t have been more than a split 
second of … whatever it was, you know?” 

“So. Mr Power …” 
“You can call me Ned.” 
“If, as you say, there’s absolutely nothing going on …” 
“There wasn’t, Mr Reid, I can state quite categorically 
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and unconditionally.” 
“On mature recollection?” 
“Yeah, if only I could remember the details.” 
“So what’s the problem?” 
“I’m a married man for a start.” 
“And a public representative. And if the media ever get 

hold of it. Or social media …” 
“I’d be finished.” He seemed to be inspecting my rug, 

which was more grungey than Sonic Youth. “Isn’t there 
any way we can stop them?” 

“The media? Sorry Mr Power, we’re a democracy. Or 
were the last time I looked it up in Wikipedia. The papers 
will say it’s in the public interest.” 

“What about my interest? Cute fuckin’ hoors confusing 
public interest with what interests the public.” 

“True enough,” I said. 
So the guy is a walking soundbite? So what. Humour 

him. It’s a likely client. With an interesting and exceptional 
case. 

 
Or, the more I thought about it, a hopeless case more like. 
Bent politicians were right up there with pimps, paedos, 
zombie bankers and property developer thugs. So the 
redtops would add up one and one and get six – add it up, 
from the Bambi eyes to the red dress, do the maths and 
find this honey pot was worth four pages minimum. 
Because the great unwashed may very well be interested in 
a dirty story along the lines of “POLITICIAN ROMPS 
(always a romp isn’t it?) WITH TEEN MISTRESS 
WHILE (um … ) LOYAL WIFE STANDS BY HIM”, 
spun out over a quiet week until everyone gets bored and 
moves on to the next crash. 

While I’m no headline writer, even for me it was 
blindingly obvious: the BIG SPLASH (“See also pages 4, 5 
and 6”) of NED POWER (of all the TDs in the world it 
had to be Ned) WITH honeytrapping BIT OF SKIRT (in 
crude tabloidspeak) – alright, skirt or dress length yet to be 
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determined (or maybe she was IN TROUSERS!) – which 
all added up to the perfect equation. Young girl plus Ned 
Power equals … er … “GIRL + POWER!” 

A perfect redtop headline. Or maybe I should stick to 
the day job. 

Put on the reading glasses, inspect photo yet one more 
time, scratch chin loudly – should have dumped the last 
disposable razor a week ago. “Alright,” I said, “how old do 
you think she is?” 

He shrugged. 
“I’m not great with people’s ages,” I continued, “but 

pretty young, don’t you think?” 
More sheepish silence. It was getting worse than 

Mitchelstown Mart at eight on a Monday morning. 
“OK then. Where do you think it was taken?” 
Another conversation-killing shrug. 
“Have a guess.” Keep pushing. “Constituency do? One 

of those chicken dinner things?” More sheep, more 
silence. “A ribbon-cutting? A fundraiser?” Zilch. We were 
getting nowhere fast. “Mr Power. Please. You have to give 
me something to go on.” Poke and prod away: “A rough 
date, around the time when … y’know?” 

More silent sheep impressions. It can be hard to tell if a 
politician is giving you the runaround. They’re prone to 
sudden memory lapses, in some parties it’s part of the job 
description. But this was getting ridiculous. 

“OK.” I made to get up and finish the meeting. “I can’t 
help you if you won’t help me.” 

“It’s like I said,” he said at last. “I can’t remember. 
What with the time of the year and, you know, we’ve been 
busy as fuck – pardon my French.” 

“Sure. But you definitely didn’t, you know …” 
“With herself? Good God no. I’m a happily married 

man.” 
“And she looks young enough to sit the Junior Cert. If 

it’s a simple blackmail case why not just call the cops?” 
“It’s not that simple. I don’t have many friends in the 
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guards. You can see where I’m coming from.” 
I couldn’t, so I prodded away anyway: “What do you 

want me to do?” 
“I can’t afford to pay them. Not right away anyway.” 
“Obviously.” 
Obviously. Gone be the days when you could ring a 

taxi to pick up twenty Major and a packet of Tayto crisps 
from the all-night garage, then tell the driver to keep the 
change. Mind you, Ned Power was no mere mortal. He’d 
been a paid-up member of the celestial elite for decades. 
Well-paid, well cushioned from the rough end of the 
recession. 

I turned the photograph over. Oh! A note stuck to the 
back of it, mostly monosyllabic, in Comic Sans: “€50,000 
in used notes, will email drop details.” 

“That’s kind of them.” I made that sound a little too 
offhand.  

“What you mean?” 
“Like it’s not as if they’ve seen too many movies and 

spent a week cutting and pasting big letters from Sunday 
World headlines to do the blackmail note and giving you 
twenty-four hours to cough up the cash.” 

“So?” 
“Gives us time – and maybe a clue. Like they know we 

need time to find that kind of money.” 
And who’d know that kind of thing? His bank 

manager?  The wife? Accountant? Or the kind of person 
who knows how long it takes to rustle up fifty K in used 
notes on a Sunday morning in mid-December with half 
the ATMs in town banjaxed. 

“An email address is good,” I continued. “Maybe 
another clue. We might be able to trace an IP address – 
the computer it’s coming from – though I wouldn’t count 
on it.” I put the photo down. “You still haven’t answered 
my question. What exactly am I supposed to do?” 

“Find out who’s bloody well behind it of course.  
“Sure,” I said. “And if you do pay up, what’s the 
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guarantee they won’t go running to the papers anyway?” 
“True enough. But I smell a rat, and we need to nip it 

in the bud.” 
How do you nip smelly rats in their buds? 
“Mr Power …” 
“Ned.” 
“No promises, and there’s eff-all to go on, but I’ll do 

my best and let’s see what happens. Meanwhile if you 
could rack your brains for where and when the pic was 
taken …” 

And rack it for the who, why and how too, if that’s not 
too much to ask. Time to broach the vulgar subject of 
money.  

“It’s fifty an hour plus expenses,” I said. “And a down 
payment of two fifty. In cash.” 

I was ready to do my usual If You Think It’s Expensive To 
Hire A Professional Try Hiring An Amateur speech when five 
fifties walked out of his wallet. Without a grumble or a 
hesitation. 

“Cash is fine,” he said. “Actually could you keep it off 
the books? We need absolute discretion.” 

“Yes, discretion, absolutely. And seeing as it’s an 
urgent case, how about we go have a discreet word with 
your staff?” 

“Right now you mean?” 
“Yeah, why not.” 
“Right away? Don’t you know what day it is?” 
“The day the Troika lads leave town?” 
“It’s Sunday,” he said. “My offices are closed.” 
 

The Troika. While the Bethlehem story had three wise 
men (the “We three kings from orient are” bit), the Ireland 
story had the three wise bail-out men (“We three suits 
from the IMF, EU and ECB”). 

The Troika were finally riding out of town tonight with 
their laptops, calculators and sawn-off shotguns. 
Meanwhile the Taoiseach was practising his bland “State 
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of the Nation” to an autocue. “Fortunately,” he would no 
doubt say, “our economy made a sudden recovery last 
week.” 

Excellent. So we can all get back to pretending we’re in 
charge of our own destiny, and all the pretty graphs are 
suddenly pointing upwards once more, up and up more 
steeply than the bottom of Arbour Hill. 

Oh sorry, that was the first economy. The one with the 
pretty graphs. Ireland was now split into two economies, 
and guess which one yours truly was stuck in. 

Hence the need for the cash down payment. This 
week’s household budget was more stretched than a long 
interview on community radio, and I was living on toast 
and honey. My cupboards were bare, the fridge a holding 
cell for indefinable substances that had seen one too many 
stays of execution, I’d forgotten what it was like to eat in a 
restaurant and I couldn’t even afford to top up the mobile. 

After Ned Power left, a chunk of his down payment 
went on the Sunday papers, bread, pastries, cheese, coffee, 
bacon, two lemons, a smoked mackerel, razors and toilet 
rolls. How come you never see Sherlock Holmes (or 
Watson more likely) buying loo paper at the convenience 
store in Baker Street? 

Back to the office. Put the kettle on, find something to 
feed the sound system. Anything remotely wintery or 
seasonal so long as it doesn’t have a jingle bell or a Phil 
Spector wall of sound. 

Maybe dig out The Beatles Complete on Ukelele. Or a CD 
by the Unthanks, folk music with salty Geordie accents. 
After that maybe stick on Frida Kahlo’s Delight by Ríona 
Sally Hartman – an Irish singer with a quirky lineup of 
double bass, Spanish guitar, drums, viola and offbeat 
songs: raw, melodic, heaps of harmonies, odd lyrics like 
slabs of poetry. Us old codgers might not know the likely 
Christmas Number #1 in this week’s hit parade (this 
week’s? This decade’s more like), and why should we? But 
don’t mean we have to give up on the music altogether. 
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So. Chill out, relax, crank up the volume, read the 
papers over strong coffee and a Danish. Let’s see what the 
Interweb is saying about our new client Ned Power. 

Irish politics wouldn’t be my specialist round on 
Mastermind. At a personal level I wouldn’t be Ned’s 
number one fan. I wasn’t even in his constituency – 
probably the reason why he’d picked my number.  

But it’s not like you have to fall in love with your 
clients. Even the ones in the business of making 
themselves lovable. Sometimes you just need to get a little 
closer. Get where they’re coming from. Find out what 
makes them tick. And lovable. Or hateable even. 

 
The Web said that when Ned Power first stood for the 
Dáil circa 1842 (approx) the voters did indeed love his 
unadorned, no-nonsense approach. Ned was a man of 
action who liked to keep it simple. Nice simple campaign 
slogans (“No more slogans”, “Less of the blather”), the 
broadest of brushstrokes, the bigger picture and feck the 
minor details. That was two decades ago. After that the 
details became, well, a tad complicated. 

For a start, the Web said, Ned never had much real 
power; always stranded on the backbenches with the rest 
of the party’s nowhere men (and two women). 

Secondly, although he’d initially blended into the 
backbenches, toeing the party line on the Economy stuff 
through the boom and austerity, he increasingly stuck out 
with his unfashionable stance on the Society stuff, from 
family values to same-sex marriages.  

Thirdly, while his backbench colleagues were more dull 
and lifeless than the “before” bit in a l’Oreal shampoo 
commercial, Ned stood out further again because he had a 
spot of gumption – sounding like he might actually believe 
in what he stood for. That was the backbench. As for their 
front bench, you’d be better off standing on the shoulders 
of pygmies. 

Ned would follow the herd in bashing all the usual soft 
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targets: the public sector, quangos, single mums. Yet he’d 
also stick his neck out on some tough issues; despite his 
right-wing leanings he was among the first to condemn the 
cops and social workers for taking the kids from Roma 
families. “And all because the children happen to be 
blonde and blue-eyed?” he’d told the TV. “You don’t see 
the Stasi [bleep-bleep-bleepers] taking Asian-looking 
babies from Irish [bleeping] families.” 

Yet Ned also wanted strict immigration quotas. 
He criticised our “clueless cops”. 
Yet he wanted far more of them on our streets.  
He had a pathological revulsion of unemployed youth 

and the long-term unemployed. 
Yet his eldest was a university drop-out and signing on. 
Ned was this, yet that. Over the years the action man 

had become a “Yet” man, a bundle of contradictions. Ned 
Power was a maverick dressed up as an enigma inside an 
eccentric with a studio mic – or a loudspeaker when 
outside the church gates. 

The Web told us there was no love lost between Ned 
and his old party. Or the Gardai. So no point in going to 
the guards with the blackmail note. Even if the local 
copshop happened to be a bunch of angels, this particular 
affair – affair? wrong word – was bound to leak out from a 
faulty U-bend higher up the Garda chain of command. 
Then the shit would truly hit the proverbials. 

Besides targetting clueless cops, social workers and the 
unemployed, Ned would lash out at the “fat cats” in the 
banks and semi-states, and the “general malaise in our 
hospitals”. His latest soundbite on Newstalk’s Pat Kenny 
Show – less a soundbite, more a soundmunch really – was 
about how “if fifty per cent of people eventually die in our 
hospitals, that’s terrible odds. It’s patently obvious that if 
you do fall sick, well Pat, an Irish hospital is the last place 
you’d want to find yourself in, as it’s just as likely to kill 
you as keep you alive. It’s a fifty-fifty chance you see.” 

The Dáil Bar had a great laugh at that one, and 
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Broadsheet.ie dubbed him Fifty-Fifty Power. 
Long before falling out with the party – his first party 

that is – there had been rumours. Of false tax returns, 
fiddled expenses, offshore accounts – all par for the course 
back then of course, though at least it meant he could 
afford my bills. Between his pay and pension, the jollies 
and junkets, Ned probably earned more in six months in 
Kildare Street than I did in six years in Dublin 7. 

For us in the real world they give you your P45 for the 
dole office and frogmarch you with your worldly 
possessions in a cardboard box to surrender your swipe 
card at security. If Ned lost his seat tomorrow he’d still be 
wallowing in the gravy. Ned himself was one of the fat 
cats. 

But besides all his nice little earners, what made Ned 
Power tick? The Web said little on that. Maybe all he cared 
about was being in power and holding onto power. Power 
for its own sake, anything else was twaddle. But Ned’s 
twaddle had become an embarrassment; he’d lost the 
patience of one party, switched to another, and been 
booted out again after yet one more final straw. To 
paraphrase Oscar Wilde, to lose one whip may be regarded 
as a misfortune, but to lose two was downright careless. It 
was after some scandal called Duckgate. Duckgate? No 
time to google that one, because time was moving on and 
getting dark outside. 

So that’s what the Web said. Ned was his own man, an 
outspoken independent, answerable to no one, unafraid to 
raise an awkward question and go out on a limb – yet 
stuck in a limbo where it was even harder to be heard. He 
could take a stand on whatever he liked, yet wasn’t even 
sitting on a proper backbench any more. A yesterday man.  

It would look bad all the same, the Dáil’s most 
colourful old right-winger cavorting with a fine young 
thing in a low red something or other in the redtops, a 
young one young enough to be his granddaughter. 

Ned Power was past his Use-By date, as obsolete and 
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irrelevant as a phonebook or a washing machine mangle, 
yet still useful enough to be plastered all over tomorrow’s 
morning papers. 

I looked at the photo one last time. They’d have a field 
day alright: THE SCARLET WOMAN! LADY IN RED! 

Or even … LADY IN NED! 
 
In last Friday’s dream the black rat was bigger than ever. 
The size of a cat this time, scampering around in the attic 
while Eileen lay in bed.  

The rat didn’t discombobulate Stephen of course – 
nothing would stop him snoring away without a care in the 
world. Even in her dream he left it to her to lie there 
staring at the ceiling, listening to the rustling pitter-patters, 
the big black rat gnawing away at the pipe insulation and 
wiring plastic and anything else it could chew on in the 
attic. After a dream like that you’d never get back to sleep. 
Even if you did nod off the rat would come back again 
minutes later, bigger than ever. 

Last night’s dream had the same big black rat, only this 
time its fur was plumped up. The sopping animal must 
have been dunked in a large vat of pickled beetroot. It ran 
giddily around the bedroom, brushing against the white 
sheets and skirting boards, this way and that, leaving thick 
purple brushstrokes. The room became a scene of murder 
and carnage, only with purple blood. 

Tonight’s dream was different. It concerned the body 
in the garden. All the same, weren’t nightmares ever so 
illogical? It was hard take them seriously. Like why would 
anybody be daft enough to bury someone in their own 
back garden, under the wisteria, with all the neighbours 
watching? 

She turned over, tried to get back to sleep, waiting for a 
rat to come back. 
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Day #3: Work Experience 
 
 

Monday, 16 December 
 
The shaving foam ends up everywhere, from your phone 
to your radio. It tends to do that when clients turn up on 
your mobile and you’re in the middle of your first decent 
shave in ages while trying to turn down the volume of 
latest noisy scandal on Morning Ireland. 

“Now I come to think of it,” the voice on the phone 
said, “it must have been taken at the office party.” He was 
hard to hear because of the radio. Not my radio – his one. 

“What? Sorry?” I gave the mirror’s steamed glass a 
swipe to watch the smudgy old face reappear. “When was 
that?”  

“When?” He must be turning his radio down too; Ned 
Power must be tuned in to the same show. “Hold on.” 
Sounds of rummaging. “Appointments diary somewhere. 
Yes, the tenth, Mr Reid. Last Tuesday the tenth, in 
Nancy’s.” 

“The Nancy Hands on Parkgate Street?” 
“Yep, the very one.” 
“Great, that’s something to go on. I can ask your 

constituency office if anyone took snaps that night, see if 
anybody in your parliamentary office recognises our 
mystery girl and …” 

“Fuck sake! You can’t go barging into Leinster House 
saying you’re a private detective working for a …” 

“Relax. Discretion is our middle name at Wilde & Reid. 
Just tell your people that a customer in the pub had her 
handbag stolen on the night of your office party, I’m a PI 
working for her and you’re only happy to assist, civic duty 
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blah-dee-blah, I show them the shot of the suspect, our 
mystery girl and …” 

“Jesus! I’m in that shot.” 
“It’ll be a copy. Just her, with your head chopped off.” 

And I would take great pleasure in decapitating him. “So if 
I could drop round, say lunchtime …” 

“You need to start right now, Mr Reid.” 
“Were they back with a drop-off time?” The long 

silence meant a No. “So if they’re in no rush, an hour or 
two won’t make much difference.” 

“Can’t you save time and divvy up the work? You 
know, get your Mr Wilde to do the Leinster House end?” 

“He’s … er …” 
There is no Mr Wilde in Wilde & Reid Investigations. 

It’s not a two-bit operation. It’s a one-bit. The Wilde bit is 
only on the door and the business cards to make it sound a 
bit more than a one-man show. 

As I scrambled for an excuse I could hear Ned’s radio 
again. Talking heads giving out about the topsy-turvy “top-
ups scandal” in several major charities: donations intended 
for the least well off had ended up in the pockets of the 
most well off, turning charity bosses into millionaires. 

 “He’s …” I went on, “Mr Wilde is out of the country 
this week. So. Can we go ahead?” 

“What’s the story again?” 
“I’m looking for a stolen handbag.” 
“Sounds plausible enough I guess.” 
“Especially if we say the guards were so clueless that the 

poor woman had to bring me in on it. OK?” 
“Well …  er … Grand. OK, go ahead.” 
Clueless cops. Yeah, that should go down well with the 

little cogs in Ned Power’s political machine. 
 

Shit! Nine fifteen already. Robin had promised to wake 
him up but must have bloody well slipped off to work. 

Danny Costello double-checked the time on his mobile 
and checked the suit in the wardrobe. His one and only 
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suit. The suit for job interviews and funerals, for work, 
weddings and any other “suit-able” occasion.  

He took the jacket off its hanger. Should have gone to 
the dry cleaners months ago. But even if the suit had stood 
up on its own two trouser legs and found a couple of lost 
tenners in its back pocket and walked itself to the dry 
cleaners, even if it had come back smelling sweet in the 
polythene bag on a wire hanger, Danny still wouldn’t want 
to put it on this morning. Even if he’d done Robin’s old 
trick of putting your trousers under the mattress at night 
(“it’s like a free iron, Danny!”). 

Why bother? 
Why bother slogging away every day for nine months 

in a suit and tie and not even getting paid for it, you doing 
all the work while they sit on their fat backsides all day 
updating their Facebook pages, with their long holidays, 
big salaries and big fat pensions? No, don’t give us all that 
crap about how the work gives you respect or confidence 
or a sense of worth when it’s only Monday, you’re already 
skint and can’t even afford the bloody dry cleaners. 

Danny did some calculations. He’d spent – wasted 
more like – three years in college on the economics degree. 
Thinking at the time that you could still land a job with 
something to do with what you’d studied. As if. As. If.  

“Cop on, Danny,” his classmates said. The tutor told 
him he’d need a top-up qualification to stand any chance 
of a decent job out there.  

So that’s what Danny did. Not one but two top-ups: 
the postgrad communications degree and the Masters in 
commerce. After graduating three times you apply for 
countless jobs, send out countless CVs and wait and wait 
for feck-all replies and not one solid offer in three years. 
You don’t count. 

Then JobBridge came along. JobBridge, a fantastic 
fantasy world in which you top up your CV once more – 
just a nine-month stint this time – and all roads lead to a 
proper full-time job. As. If. 
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Work experience. That was their idiotic name for it. Some 
experience alright. Experiencing how the idiots around 
you can be so incredibly rude and nasty and make you feel 
as wanted as the heel of an old loaf of bread. They’ve 
already made up their minds about you: you’re just the 
work placement, the intern prick, as thick as the desk they 
have you chained to fifty hours a week. You don’t count, 
even if you’re three times more qualified than them. 

Oh yeah, work experience. Like nowadays a postgrad 
with three degrees can get nine months’ experience in car 
washing or photocopying. Or driving a forklift if you can 
provide your own forklift driving licence. Or picking 
stones from fields for a big farmer. Or answering the 
phone and stuffing envelopes, all the stuff the staff hate 
doing. Filing, shredding, coffee runs, collecting the boss’s 
prescriptions and power-washing his SUV. That’s 
experience. All you’re good for with your PhD. 

They tell you the internships are “structured”? 
Bollocks. On-the-job training? Forget it. With a mentor? 
There isn’t one. You’re just the cheap skivvy, so forget it. 

The interview was an experience. It was chicken and egg: 
they won’t take you on unless you know how to do the 
work in the first place. One ad on the website wanted 
someone with an engineering qualification and a third-level 
degree in quality assurance to do an internship in … 
quality assurance. What next? Asking fully qualified 
plumbers to do an internship in … plumbing? Completely 
idiotic. 

From your first day to your last they drill it into you: 
they’ll have you because you know how to do it, but you’re 
just a sad little nobody, you’re the problem, so shut the fuck 
up and get on with it. With a nice little pat on the head and 
an “Oh yeah at least you’ll be able to say you’ve done 
something with the past nine months of … of … your sad 
little life.” 

Done something. What was Robin always saying? “Oh 
yeah just get a job, Danny, like that’s all we gotta do? Why 
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don’t I strap on my job helmet and squeeze down into a 
job cannon and fire off into Jobbie Land, where jobs grow 
on jobbies and we’ve done something.” 

Robin had a degree in marketing; the only job Robin 
could get was ringing companies to sell them a webpage 
for €149. Half a dozen companies an hour and always 
coming home wrecked. “You wouldn’t even call it a call 
centre,” Robin said. “It’s a sweatshop with switchboards.” 

Danny put the suit back on its hanger, grabbed his 
mobile, went through to the bathroom, looked at the 
unshaven face in the mirror, and poured a glass of water. 

Sometimes when you go swimming the water goes up 
your nose. A little painful but for half a minute you’ll 
sound all blocked up and underwater. It’s a neat trick.  

He put his nose in the glass, snorted up a snoutful of 
water, speed-dialled work and leaned his head back so the 
water wouldn’t run out again. 

Hi Una. Yeah I’m sick. Oh yeah, dying – swollen glands, sore 
throat, dizzy spells, must be something doing the rounds. 

Yeah. Fuck. Her. 
 

“Clueless cops”. The little cogs in Ned Power’s political 
machine were lapping up that one. 

In his constituency office the first cog I met was the 
senior one: Brenda Rogers, Constituency Affairs Officer. 
Ned Power had briefed me that she’d been “looking after 
me for the best part of two decades now”. If Ned had any 
dark secrets Brenda should know where they were buried. 
But I wasn’t here for political rumour, scandal or dead 
bodies; I was merely making routine inquiries about a 
stolen brown handbag, about this wide and this high. 

Brenda Rogers was an unnatural blonde, well 
maintained, maybe late forties or early fifties. Behind her a 
large flipchart listed various “ISSUES” in fat marker: Green 
Spaces, Road Markings, Traffic Calming, Abandoned Cars, Illegal 
Dumping, Dog Litter, Water Charges, Bin Collections, Burglaries, 
Youth Unemployment, Street Begging, Immigration Quotas, 
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Australia & NZ visas, Home Renovation Incentives Scheme …  
“So did you take any photos at the office party?” I 

asked. 
“Silly old me? As if. I’m a complete luddite with the 

techie stuff.” 
Or then again maybe her face was late thirties, early 

forties and needing serious DIY. See? I’m useless with 
ages.  

“My mobile is so ancient it doesn’t even get the 
Internet, let alone steam radio,” she continued. “It’s not a 
smartphone – more like a thickphone. Ask me to take a 
picture on it and I wouldn’t know where to start.” 

“Pity.” 
She stared into the distance. “But I do have a 

photographic memory, if I say so myself. You said you had 
a picture of her.” 

Out came the photo of our mysterious handbag thief. 
“Nope,” she shook her head. “Not one of ours. 

Shirley? Tara?” She called across the room to two young 
women, holding the photo away from her like a dirty 
nappy. “Meet the team.” 

These two cogs were so junior they didn’t even get a 
surname: just Shirley and Tara. Ned Power had said they 
were a couple of nieces from either side of the family tree. 
After the introductions Brenda Rogers went off to make 
me a coffee. 

Shirley and Tara, too, had the tea-break and biscuit 
nibbling mentality of the well seasoned bureaucrat, and 
were already winding down for the holidays. Two tins of 
Cadbury’s Roses were on the go, and Shirley in a singsong 
Kerry accent said Cadbury in its infinite wisdom had gone 
and swapped a Coffee Escape for the Caramel Velvets.  

“And they’ve dumped the Dairy Milk chunks 
altogether,” Tara said in a D4 accent (pronouncing “Dart” 
to rhyme with “fort” not “fart”). “I thought I’d start a 
Facebook campaign about it. It’ll go viral in no time.” 

“D’you fancy one?” Shirley offered. 
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“Thanks but not really,” I said, because all the Hazel 
Swirls were gone. “Now about this picture …” 

Freud once said (he didn’t but it’s a good myth) that 
you can’t psychoanalyse the Irish because they talk non-
stop and say feck all; Shirley and Tara were a case in point. 
Tara made the office party in Parkgate Street sound like a 
major whirl in the smart set’s calendar. Shirley preferred 
the down-to-earth terms of a garden centre to describe 
proceedings. They’d shovelled in the grub, had a rake of 
drink, their uncle had dug out his usual Team Spirit thing 
for the speechifications, though at least he’d taken off the tie 
and let the hair down for the karaoke. Uncle Ned, she said, 
was a gas ticket altogether. His party piece was Crazy by 
Patsy Kline. 

“I see.” In reality I couldn’t care less. “But about the 
picture …” 

Tara and Shirley’s double act was interrupted by 
Brenda Rogers with the coffee. I half expected Maxwell 
House but it was good stuff, almost in the same league as 
the Lilliput Stores (but in this instance hovering in mid-
table rather than battling for a place in Europe). Bruce 
Springsteen was on a radio somewhere at the back of the 
room, giving dire warnings about Santa Claus’s imminent 
arrival. 

Neither Shirley nor Tara could recognise the mystery 
girl in the photo. Couldn’t remember seeing her there that 
night, despite having taken a few snaps of the festivities: 
three or four on Tara’s fancy mobile and five million on 
Shirley’s “only brilliant” Nikon Coolpix camera. 

Five million. A slight exaggeration yet that’s the thing 
about digital photography: it toys with your attitude to 
taking snaps. With an old film camera you’re counting the 
pennies and worrying about wasting film; some of us can 
still remember when cameras themselves were rare, and 
Arthur Fields and other street photographers would snap 
you and your girlfriend on O’Connell Bridge and give you 
a numbered card to take to the Sackville Portrait Studios 
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to order your snaps, which took a week to arrive. With a 
digital camera the likes of Shirley could fire away in 
machine-gun fashion with scattershot abandon for instant 
results. Bang away until the memory is full and you’ve ten 
terabytes of absolute shite and maybe half a dozen half-
decent snaps. 

On the radio a cheery male presenter got shut of Bruce 
Springsteen and grilled a guest about her “top ten tips for 
a trauma-free Christmas”. Judging by the snaps on Tara 
and Shirley’s devices, the Christmas Jumper was now 
mandatory uniform at office parties. In their photos 
almost everyone save Ned was wearing one, and Tara and 
Shirley made them sound perfectly sane and normal. Then 
Brenda left us to it in order to deal with an arrival at the 
far end of the room. 

He was a chubby business type, of about sixty or sixty-
five well-preserved years, with a thatch of steel-grey hair 
and walrus moustache. He took off a white trenchcoat that 
had been nowhere near a muddy trench in its life. The suit 
underneath looked tailored (I don’t have a personal tailor 
so I’m only guessing here) and almost managed to disguise 
a large belly while revealing the obligatory gold cufflinks. 

“Is he staff?” I gave a little nod in the suit’s direction. 
“I mean would he have been at the party?” 

“Him?” said Tara. 
“TJ? Nah,” Shirley said, “he’s just a friend of Ned.”  
The two little cogs agreed to forward me copies of 

their snaps, and I drove back to the office for an early 
lunch. 

Ned’s staff in Leinster House could wait until the 
afternoon. Before all that I needed to do a quick recon of 
the Drink Store on Manor Street, to see if they still had a 
case of Picpoul. Because you have to have the right 
priorities in life: eat, drink and investigate. In that order. 

 
Danny Costello looked at his mobile – 12:16pm. 

Maybe give Robin a buzz. See if he fancies mitching off 
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work too. 
Maybe nick a few bottles of wine from work tomorrow 

– they’ve enough of them. Maybe sell ’em in a car boot 
sale. Or in one of those Christmas markets. 

Maybe run in the next election, stand against Ned 
Power. 

Maybe change your name by deed poll to “None Of 
The Above”. Victory guaranteed, revenge is sweet. 
 
“Tell him I’ll see him at four tomorrow, the usual place,” 
the walrus moustache said. 

“Grand so, TJ,” Brenda Rogers said. “I’ll pencil you 
in.” 

As TJ O’Malley waddled off out of the office he gave a 
regal wave to Shirley and Tara, who were grazing on 
sandwiches at Tara’s desk. They both gave a tiny wave 
back. 

Pencil you in. Brenda had a pencil but where was the 
flaming diary?  

Some TDs live on Google Calendar, but you can’t trust 
it. Good old pen and paper, a proper physical 
appointments diary for physical appointments – that’s 
what we depend on in our office, she thought. You can’t 
trust a silly cloud. What happens to your precious cloud in 
a power cut? Or an ESB strike like the power workers are 
planning? Suppose your cloud gets hacked? Or someone 
lobs in an FOI request? No, Brenda thought, you can’t rely 
on new technology. All kinds of things can go wrong. Best 
leave the Twitter and MyFace stuff to the younger … 
Because they know about these things, Tara and Shirley. 
And Cathal in the parliamentary office. 

Brenda didn’t trust that private detective either. No 
need to mention it to Ned though; he had enough on his 
plate this week. 

Maybe I’m getting too old for all this, she thought; 
maybe I am a luddite. So what? What can you depend on 
nowadays, apart from yourself of course? Ned depends on 
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you so much that it’s no wonder people mistake you for 
his wife. Plain silly yet true: Ned can’t do without you. 

A phone rang somewhere and another Christmas song 
came on the radio, dragging her back to the epic quest for 
the flaming office diary.  

The thing turned up eventually, in the bottom of a 
bottom drawer. She scribbled “TJ” next to the seventeenth 
at 4pm. The seventeenth already? It’ll be Christmas before 
you know it. Christmas stretching to ten weeks nowadays. 
Maybe that’s why The Great Escape is always in the holiday 
TV schedules, along with Willy Wonka and It’s a Beautiful 
Life. There’s no escaping it. 

Ned turned sixty last August. She’d known him since 
he was in his thirties, still youthful enough, still a would-be 
councillor brimming with self belief. Perhaps you had to 
be full of yourself to stand for office, yet Ned would 
always remind her of a self-centred four-year-old. The 
centre of Ned’s universe was Ned. Everything revolved 
around him yet he was vulnerable, dependent, scared 
another kid might steal his silly toys. 

How ironic, Brenda thought. Full of himself, yet 
dependent. An independent TD, the people’s fearless 
champion, yet so dependent on others. Ned had more 
dependencies than a methadone clinic. 

 
“A bright, pleasantly acidic, tart, refreshing white wine; 
sometimes called the Languedoc’s answer to Muscadet; 
goes well with seafood.” 

If that was the answer, what was the question? Yes, I 
know, Picpoul de Pinet happens to share certain 
similarities with Muscadet. They’re both made from grapes 
near the sea. So what? What’s the connection? Why keep 
comparing Picpoul to other things? Picpoul is fine in its 
own right, with tons of what good old Arnaud calls terroir – 
rolling his Rs in a way my rusty Leaving Cert French could 
never hope to emulate. 

Like the ivory towers of Leinster House, the terroir of 
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Pinet is an anomaly. A small island of white wine 
production in a sea of red, its land a mixture of limestone, 
sand and clay, far more suited to the cultivation of white 
varieties than red. Soil shaped by millions of years of tiny 
and momentous events, from erosions to earthquakes. 
Rusty soil dating back to the Jurassic period. 

Arnaud says the vignerons sometimes dig up fossilised 
dinosaur eggs in Pinet’s gravelly vineyards. In fact Arnaud 
has plenty more facts and figures about Picpoul de Pinet. 
Hardly surprising – he’s its number one fan in Ireland.  

The village of Pinet (population: 950) is six miles (miles 
– for all his French blood, Arnaud Connolly still thinks in 
miles) from the larger towns of Agde and Pézenas and the 
Med. The end-of-season humidity of its dry microclimate 
helps the grapes to fill out and finish ripening. Then there 
are the main winds of the area, winds that play a key role 
in keeping the vines healthy. While Ireland has a hundred 
words for rain – only the Irish can talk about a “soft day” 
– in this little pocket of France every wind and airstream 
seems to have its own name too: the Marin (a sea wind), 
the Mistral (the north wind) and the Tramontane (off the 
mountains). 

Arnaud says Picpoul – pique poule in the local Occitan –
means “lip stinger”. Referring not to the stinging winds 
but to the acidity in the grape must before fermentation. 
Clean. Zingy. A simple, cheap, peasant wine, and the full 
appellation name is a mouthful too: AOC Coteaux du 
Languedoc Picpoul de Pinet. 

The man behind the counter in the Drink Store gave 
me a wink. He had a case alright. With my name on it. My 
lip stingers, all six bottles of them. Ned Power’s down 
payment was beginning to do its work. 

Manor Street smelled of mulched leaves with a hint of 
dog dirt and turf smoke; this was my terroir. A garda patrol 
car rushed past, a Toyota Avensis, all lights and sirens as it 
headed down towards the quays. 
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“Step on it, Butch,” the passenger said. 
“Yeah yeah, you’re not the only one in a hurry this 

morning,” the driver said. “And don’t call me Butch ya 
bollix.” 

Blame Sarge for that one. Flamin’ Sarge. He’d done it 
deliberately: sticking their two names together, day after 
day, in that sneaky way of his. “Garda Cassidy and Garda 
Kidd”. When the rosters kept pairing them together day 
after day, Kidd and Cassidy, Cassidy and Kidd, the 
nicknames were inevitable. “Oh yeah, young Butch and 
Sundance will be riding down Prussia Street this 
afternoon,” Sarge would snigger at roll call.  

Sarge had given them a right bollocking this morning 
for no reason other than to show everyone who was boss; 
he’d even threatened to roster “our dynamic duo” right 
through Christmas – the so-called holiday period. Just you 
try complaining and you’d probably end up either as a 
corpse floating in the canal or (more likely) in the bloody 
Traffic Corps. 

Butch and Sundance, Cassidy and Kidd. Made them 
sound like a double act, as inseparable as Bono and his 
fecking shades. That was ironic, Cassidy thought. He had 
nothing in common with his “partner”.  

He knew Kidd thought he was a smartarse, while he 
for his part thought Kidd was the complete opposite. 
Thick as shit and didn’t know his arse from his elbow, 
always barging in with his size nine boots a good half 
minute before his brain. Add to that all the annoying little 
things, the nose picking, the way Kidd said “vehhh” as in 
“vehicle”, like he was auditioning to do Crime Call; or how 
Kidd thought the Butch and Sundance nicknames actually 
sounded cool (or at least the Sundance one did), until that 
detective inspector bollocks from Cavan said they sounded 
like two dykes from Amsterdam. 

Normally on a job like this the station would send two 
plainclothes. But what with it being near Christmas they 
were shorthanded this morning, so Sarge had to dispatch a 
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two-man posse of young uniforms to check out the 
burglary: “We’ll get Butch and his partner to saddle up.” 

Kidd spilt half his crisps as Cassidy swung the car into 
Kirwan Street. That was the other thing: the way his 
partner would decorate the dashboard with crisp packets 
and sweet wrappers, or tune the car radio to classic hits or 
the talk radio rubbish. 

“What’s an orange alert?” Kidd said. “Have they run 
out of oranges?” 

Cassidy ignored him; he himself wasn’t sure either. 
About a month ago the weather people had smuggled in a 
new system of colour codes for weather alerts. How was 
he to know which colour meant what weather? 

An orange alert. The woman on the radio made orange 
sound serious, then a business lobby spokesman came on 
to give out about “the growing problem of homelessness”.  

 Cassidy couldn’t stand the transatlantic twang in the 
supercilious git’s voice. “Know what his problem is?” 

“What?” Kidd mumbled through his crisps. The stink 
of cheese and onion. 

“That git there, talking bollocks. Not once did he say 
we should give the homeless a roof over their heads 
because it might actually be the right thing to do. That’s 
his problem, the stupid bollix.” 

“What?” 
“He just hates scruffy sleeping bags in his shop 

doorway first thing in the morning.” 
“Yeah, well, scruffy is bad for business, Butch.” 
Cassidy sighed. Scruffy? Pot, kettle, black. 
The car lurched to a halt – as did the radio and another 

five million crisp packets. 
While they weren’t quite at their destination yet, 

Cassidy wanted to stretch his legs. He got out of the 
driver’s door and instantly regretted it – their muddy boots 
would cause a right mess at the crime scene. 

Tall cranes loomed above the school grounds around 
Stanhope Street. From an enormous building site a new 
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school was rising up. Already at the rafter stage. 
You’d often get a spate of burglaries on the same 

street, Cassidy thought. Thank Christ only half of them 
ended up on the system and in the stats. Maybe it wasn’t 
worth reporting, not worth the hassle.  

After all, there’s a world of a difference between an 
actual burglary and a reported one: once it’s reported it 
gets a record number, a name, a label: a “Recorded 
Burglary and Related Offences” label, maybe an 
“Aggravated Burglary Offence” label on top of that label.  

Once you’ve done all that it’s official. And real. It has 
to be investigated and recorded, keyed into the system, the 
PULSE computer system. It requires your sympathies and 
worried looks, and nods and note-taking, and all the 
paperwork back at the station.  

Maybe that’s why Sarge is pissed off this morning. 
Another dozen reported burglaries – that’ll push up the 
figures, push up his blood pressure. A rise in recorded 
burglaries will also mean a rise in unsolved burglaries. 
Most are unsolved, but best if the poor sods hadn’t 
reported them in the first place. That’s all Sarge is worried 
about: the stats and paperwork and making sure at least 
one backside is covered. His. 

Still, you can’t blame the poor sods for reporting a 
break-in – if only for the insurance. At least it gets you out 
of the office. People like Sarge, stuck in the station all day 
long, it’s bound to make you forget what real crime is 
really all about: frontline policing, even community 
policing, doing proper police work, getting your hands 
dirty. 

Sometimes things turn ugly and it isn’t so great – when 
you’re spat at, kicked at, jabbed by a stupid prick with a 
dirty needle in a body search. But at least there’s one thing 
the two of us can agree on: anything is better than being 
stuck in the office. Even a job like this, on a day like this, 
with him and his flaming crisp packets. Even if you’re 
basically just a rubber stamp, someone to oversee step one 
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in some poor sod’s insurance claim. 
They found the house and rang the bell. 
 

Next stop after lunch was the unique and wind-swept 
terroir of Leinster House. 

I was escorted to Deputy Power’s office by a young 
parliamentary assistant. Cathal McGeady exuded a patina 
of confidence – all gelled hair and aftershave, white shirt, 
no jacket or tie, though the trousers looked like they 
belonged to a suit somewhere. 

He didn’t recognise our mystery girl either, though he’d 
taken a clatter of snaps on the night. He wiggled an iPhone 
at me. 

“Can I have a look?” I asked. 
“Sorry!” He didn’t sound in the least bit sorry. It was 

the kind of apology you could see coming a mile away, like 
one of those Sorry: Out of Service signs on a Dublin bus. 
“Not on the mobile any more.” 

I groaned inside as McGeady dissected the nerdy pros 
and cons of iPhones versus Androids, Bluetooth, memory 
capacities, download speeds, what he’d done at college, 
how he’d ended up in Ned’s parliamentary office, what he 
thought of West Wing and House of Cards and how while 
technically he was still only a junior adviser the role was – 
“despite anything Ned might say” – absolutely essential.  

“Yeah, he drums it into you on day one,” young 
McGeady went on. “He said ‘No one’s indispensable, 
Cathal. Not even a TD. Especially a TD. So don’t go 
assuming you can just waltz in off the street and get a job 
cleaning the loos of Leinster House. You have to work as 
a parliamentary assistant first!’ Has a way with words does 
Ned. Have you met him yet? I can see if he’s in if you 
like.” 

I was about to give up on the photos when McGeady 
added a postscript: “Oh yeah, I must have put the half of 
them up on Facebook.” 

The pictures? On Facebook? I must be the wrong 
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generation; the only reason my mostly blank page with its 
empty timeline is still on Facebook is because I can’t delete 
the account. It’s almost as bad as LinkedIn (though not 
half as creepy). Then, while I’m still trying to take this all 
in, he shows me: photograph after photograph on his 
Facebook page on a desktop PC. 

Good old Facebook. Give a man a fish and he’ll eat for 
a day. Teach a man to fish for compliments and he’ll join 
Facebook, look for Likes and post daily updates to his 
mates at lunchtime. Including tons of shots of extroverts 
in Christmas Jumpers, several selfies (note to self: Selfie, n. 
self-portrait taken with one’s own iPhone, a far fancier model than 
my one) and at least three pics with our mystery girl in them. 

The Facebook images were small, resized, low-res. Yet 
it was her alright. In focus now, in a red top – thank God 
for that – and black skirt, possibly leather because of the 
shine off it.  

“That’s the one,” I tapped the screen. Definitely her, 
hanging around in the background behind the other 
revellers, though nowhere near Ned Power in any of them. 
“You sure you haven’t seen her before?” 

“Yeah, don’t think so. Hold on.” In his PC’s web 
browser he enlarged the web page until it turned into pixel 
mush. “Mind you, you get all kinds at an office party or 
constituency do. It was a free bar and there was lots of, 
you know …” 

“Yuletide depravity,” I suggested. 
“No. I mean friends-of-friends, hangers on, gate-

crashers. You know the kind of thing where free drink’s 
concerned.” 

“Sure.” Sounded like your typical office party depravity 
alright. “Anyone else recognise her?” 

The only other “anyone” in the room was Una 
McFeely: Ned Power’s parliamentary secretary, a roly-poly 
redhead, late twenties or early thirties. 

She shook her head. “Sorry, don’t think so.” 
Back to McGeady again. “I don’t suppose you have the 
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originals?” I asked. 
“Gis a sec.” Back on the PC he pulled up a folder of 

high-res versions and clicked on one image. “Voilà!” 
“Brilliant. If you could email them me that’d be great.” 

I gave him my card. “Anyone else take photos at the office 
do?” 

“Besides Una?” McGeady asked. 
“Not me,” she said.  
He rubbed his chin. “Maybe the intern, Danny 

whatsit?” 
“Yeah. He’s always taking pictures.” She managed to 

make it sound wild dodgy. 
“Can I have a word with him?” I asked. 
“M.I.A. I’m afraid,” he said. 
“Missing in action? Yeah right,” she said. “Dying of 

man flu again, more like.” 
“I was absolutely devastated to hear about it all the 

same.” McGeady really needed to do a refresher course on 
How To Sound Sincere. 

“The man flu?” I asked. 
“Nah, I mean a handbag being stolen under our noses 

like that,” he said. “Shitty business. We were all 
devastated.” 

“Yeah, devastated,” she said. 
Devastated. Such an overused, abused, inadequate word, 

used by those whose lives have been shattered by such 
utter devastation. Such as the young man who has just 
been told of a fabricated snatch of a fictitious handbag 
from a non-existent woman he couldn’t possibly have 
heard of before this dull, wet afternoon in December. 

Or the contestant who’d be “absolutely devastated” 
after failing to reach the next round of X-Factor or Strictly. 
Or “utterly devastated” after their three courses and mid-
meal entertainment failed to win the two hundred quid on 
this week’s Come Dine With Me. Or the overpaid striker 
who thinks he’s a fish. The one who’s always “gutted and 
totally devastated, Gary” after sending a penalty over the 
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stadium roof. 
People “so completely devastated”, so thoroughly and 

so often, that they’d run out of decent verbs and adjectives 
if their lives were struck by something further up the scale 
like, say, a vicious tribal war or terrible tsunami or killer 
virus, or the bitter snowstorm that hit millions of refugees 
from Syria last weekend – refugees living in tents, an 
unknown number freezing to death. Now that’s 
devastation – not the loss of a fictitious handbag. 

“A really shitty business,” McGeady repeated. 
“Yeah,” Una nodded. “But at least it wasn’t one of our 

bags.” 
She scribbled the intern’s contact details on a Post-It: 

Danny Costello, a mobile number, an apartment in 
Ringsend. I thanked them both, reminding McGeady to 
email me his photos, and on the way out decided to have a 
sneak peek at Ned Power’s office. 

 
It was a two-up two-down off Stanhope Street, a tiny 
house with a tiny kitchen extension. Garda Cassidy 
reckoned they’d be in and out in ten at most. The burglars 
probably hadn’t taken ten minutes to turn the whole place 
upside down either. 

Ten or fifteen minutes max, because he was seriously 
pushed for time. He had to see the woman in the credit 
union, where she’d probably heard it all before. Yes, Mr 
Cassidy, all the pay cuts and levies, your falling income and 
mounting debts; how you maxed out the credit cards to 
meet the mortgage repayments, for a house you couldn’t 
give away now. A kip outside Athlone of all places because 
that’s where you were stationed at the time, when the 
lenders were all over you for the new car and the new 
house. A kip that nobody would look at now; no heating, 
two broken windows, just the one hob to cook on, and 
somebody’s nicked the For Sale sign. 

If they get wind of all that, that you’re in deep financial 
shit, you’re in breach of disciplinary regulations. Even with 
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your permanent, pensionable job you are technically open 
to bribery and corruption. If the credit union took you to 
court you’d be named in court. It’s not heard in camera, is 
it? And that would be that. They’d suspend you or sack 
you on the spot. 

So half eleven at the credit union to discuss the loan. 
Or “your non-performing loan” the letter called it, like it 
was a sick elephant at the circus. They want you to keep 
feeding it, but if you have a sick animal that’s dying and in 
pain you’d take it to the vet, wouldn’t you? Put it out of its 
misery, not drag out the pain. That’s all you’re asking for: 
not to have the loan put down or put to sleep but … 
rescheduled. That’s all it needs. Another rescheduling. 
Discreetly if possible. 

Maybe look her up on PULSE: see if there’s anything 
on her, the woman from the credit union. Something on 
the system like. After all, isn’t her system keeping tabs on 
you? So what’s sauce for the goose … Yeah, penalty 
points. That would be a good one. 

Suppose she’s the kind of person who already knows 
how to get their penalty points wiped? After all, everyone 
does it, don’t they? Bending the rules, standing up for your 
rights, with a middle-class confidence the way they do. She 
works for the credit union for feck sake; just the type to be 
cocky and assertive and ask the guards to “show a bit of 
discretion”. 

Or suppose she already has the right connections in the 
force. Personal acquaintances, one of her dad’s drinking 
buddies perhaps. “Ah sound man. I owe ya one, and I’ll 
tell me Da you were asking for him.” Or a neighbour, a 
friendly guard who used to play right half forward in the 
local GAA. Or the nice young officer who’d given the talk 
to the Neighbourhood Watch about burglar alarms and 
making sure to lock your ladder in your shed. Because 
there’s ever so many burglaries nowadays. 

She could just find one of them and have a quiet word, 
ask a wee favour: a disappearing trick. Make it go away. 
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Garda Kidd was already doing the living room so 
Cassidy took the kitchen. 

Or maybe the woman from the credit union is the 
pushy type. You know the kind, knows all the tricks so 
she’d never get on the system in the first place. 

Like what if I were stopped for speeding, he thought. 
What would I do? I’d get out of the car – my own car 
obviously – walk slowly over to the patrol car, so the 
officer isn’t inconvenienced to get up off his arse. And it 
gives him less time to whip out his ticket book. Because 
the last thing the officer wants – if he’s anything like, say, 
Officer Kidd in the next room there, is to be stuck with 
more paperwork back at the station. Really, honestly. He’s 
almost willing you to talk your way out of it. 

That’s what you would do. Be practical. Get out, go 
over, lean down into his window, almost on your knees 
now. It’s a psychological thing, shows who’s boss. 
Outstretch your palms while you’re at it, making out you’re 
the honest type as you give your excuse – in the trembly 
voice – and make sure to make him look good: “Oh ever 
so sorry, Guard, how irresponsible of me, thanks for 
pointing out the error of my ways, and I do realise how 
difficult your job must be what with all those mad eejits on 
the road these days, bless me Father for all my sins,” as 
you will him not to give you a ticket. Sorted. 

After all, the law is rarely black and white. Some days 
it’s all down to grey areas. Gifts, favours, looking the other 
way. All down to practical common sense, using your 
discretion, which is exactly what a credit union should do 
with a loan they were only too happy to …  

A loud crash from the next room woke him up. He 
looked at his biro; it had been absentmindedly poking and 
winkling away at the debris on the kitchen floor. 

“Hey!” he shouted. “Just remember what Sarge said.” 
“Fuck off, I’ve not touched anything,” a muffled shout 

came back from the living room. “Like he said, ‘leave it all 
to SOCO’.” 
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Cassidy got up to join his partner. “And mind the 
muddy boots. It’s bad enough them being burgled without 
our lot tramping all over the …” 

The living room was even worse than the kitchen. 
Everything pulled out, emptied, flung, scattered, torn or 
strewn aside. A small Christmas tree was knocked on its 
side. All the presents were gone of course, presents 
probably still in their Christmas wrapping paper. 

“They knew what they were doing,” Cassidy said. 
His partner gave a puzzled look. 
“OK,” Cassidy continued. “See this? It’s a small clue. 

When they opened these drawers they started with the 
bottom one.”  

“What you mean?” 
“Saves time. You don’t need to shut it to get to the 

next one. See? But if you start from the top drawer …” 
“Oh! Nice one.” They both tiptoed over the wreckage 

“Tell me this and tell me no more, Butch: what the feck is 
a whistleblower?” 

“Someone who blows whistles,” Cassidy said, checking 
his watch. Tick tick tick. The credit fucking union. 

“So what’s that make a garda whistleblower?” 
“Ah. Someone who spills the beans you mean? You 

know, about turning a blind eye, deleting something on the 
system, you know the kind of thing.” 

“Oh. A nod and a wink like?” 
“You could say that.” 
“Sure isn’t everybody at it?” 
Cassidy didn’t have a chance to reply as Kidd 

disappeared into the kitchen. He returned a few seconds 
later. “I’ve a theory, Butch.” 

“Don’t call me Butch.” 
“Maybe they came in the back door and left the same 

way. In the back and maybe over the back wall again.” 
There were no maybes about it. Cassidy looked at the 

door hanging off its hinges. “She’ll have to get that 
sorted.” 
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“She” was the woman huddled with three kids in the 
narrow hallway. The youngest, a toddler, was crying. 

Kidd tried to give the woman his serious look. “Don’t 
be touching anything. Wait for SOCO and the insurance 
people.” 

Cassidy picked gingerly at the splinters. “I’d get the 
door fixed before anything else. And new locks front and 
back. Have you anyone to give you a hand?”  

She gave a shrug, like it was a stupid question. A widow 
with three young kids and no husband to do such things? 

It must be bad enough, Cassidy thought, us two 
strangers down on our haunches poking through your 
things. But we’ll have to do the two bedrooms next. Going 
through all her underwear; that can’t be right. Why 
couldn’t Sarge have sent a pair of women uniforms? You 
want a bit of sympathy – no one likes having their own 
home turned inside out – and the women officers are so 
much better at the empathy stuff. Someone to listen to all 
your worries and questions, Will they come back? I feel so dirty 
somehow. How can you ever feel safe again – in your own home? 

“Sorry about this,” Cassidy told her, “but we’ll have to 
look upstairs. We’ll be quick as we can – we won’t be 
touching anything.”  

Afterwards he dug around in his jacket pocket for a 
card: Reardon Locksmiths in Smithfield. If she’d had a 
toolbox and if they’d had the time this afternoon he would 
have fixed the door himself. But there was another call to 
make. And the credit union.  

“Here.” He didn’t have a card of his own, so he 
scribbled down the station’s number on the back of the 
locksmiths card, gave her the Crime Victims Helpline 
brochure and the standard leaflet on how to get her Garda 
PULSE incident number. “You’ll need that number for 
the insurance claim.” 

She gave a puzzled look. Or was it one of despair? 
“Sure we don’t have insurance any more.” 

“Oh bollocks,” Kidd let slip, though everybody heard 
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it. 
 

Ned Power wasn’t in his office. It had a big desk, 
executive chair, chunky laptop, an expensive taste in 
whiskey and cigars, an occasional table (as in one of those 
unusable ornamental things rather than two or three 
functional tables scattered occasionally  here and there), 
shelves of reference books and a Roget’s, and little else for 
me to see. 

Apart from the boxes of wine on the floor. Bottles and 
boxes of them, no doubt for the staff and valued 
constituents. 

“Looking for clues?” a voice came from behind me. 
Young Cathal McGeady again. The parliamentary assistant. 

The labels announced a red Merlot and a white 
Sauvignon Blanc, both from France, with an Irish harp: 
Oireachtas own-brand wine. 

“It’s the new official wine of the Houses of the 
Oireachtas,” he continued. “What do you think?”  

“Oh, you know,” I said. “Amazeyballs. Whose bright 
idea was this?” 

“Um, Oireachtas Sub-committee on Subordinate 
Administrative Affairs I think.” 

“Take one if you like.” Another voice from behind me. 
It belonged to the same walrus moustache in the fancy suit 
who’d been nattering away with Brenda Rogers in Ned’s 
constituency office this morning when I’d been leaving. 

And here it was again, the walrus moustache, waiting to 
be introduced. 

“Sorry – you are?” I got in first. 
“TJ O’Malley,” the walrus said, offering a limp flipper. 

“Yourself?” 
“Moss Reid, on the trail of a stolen handbag. Sorry for 

asking, but what’s your relationship to Mr Power?” 
“Just old friends. Sorry – my card.” 
He took a couple of seconds in a fat wallet to find one. 

Or the right one. I fumbled with my reading glasses. 
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He smirked. Definitely a smirk. “You should get the 
laser treatment. Works a treat.” 

Yeah sure. After I’ve bought my first Merc and the 
swimming pool. 

The card said TJ O’Malley, Consultant, with a PO box in 
Galway and an 087 mobile number. Not like I was looking 
for an extensive bio on Twitter (something witty and 
informative about the ins and outs of your day job, how 
many kids and pets you have etc etc) but TJ O’Malley’s 
business cards gave little away. He was just a consultant, 
an old friend of Ned. Not on his staff, yet with a free run 
of his offices – including his inner sanctum here. 

“What kind of consulting?” I asked. 
“Oh, engineering mostly. Yourself – the guards?” 
“No way.” I gave him my card, plus a few more details 

about my stolen handbag mission. 
“I see.” Sounding as though he didn’t see or didn’t 

care. Perhaps Brenda Rogers had filled him in on my cover 
story. “I wasn’t at the Christmas party,” he went on, “so 
you’re asking the wrong man I’m afraid.” 

Young Cathal McGeady brandished a bottle of Château 
Oireachtas 2012. “Sure you don’t want one?”  

“Not really,” I said. 
TJ rubbed his moustache. “You don’t like?” 
Oireachtas plonk? Like a throwback to the Haughey 

era. Say hello to the boyos with their Charvet shirts and 
Oireachtas vino, while ordinary people struggle to put 
food on the table – people who’d lost their jobs, their 
homes, and sometimes even their lives. Not only could the 
boyos wine, dine and bullshit in the Dáil and its late-night 
bar until five in the morning; now the lads could get a 
carry-out too. The same shower of hypocrites who want 
the FAI, GAA and IRFU and countless other sporting 
acronyms to give up using alcohol companies as sponsors. 

“It doesn’t look great, all the same,” I said. “You know: 
the ‘optics’ if you’ll pardon the expression.” 

“Last chance?” McGeady waving his bottle. 
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“I think not,” I said as politely as possible. 
It may be fine for the Houses of the Oireachtas, but in 

our house we can’t stand a wine with a bitter aftertaste. 
 
Brenda’s photographic memory couldn’t quite pinpoint 
the date that Ned Power had become dependent on her 
and TJ. Almost twenty-four years ago, January or February 
1990. It was in Wynn’s Hotel in the centre of town, the 
night Ned said he wanted to run for the council. The night 
he became a pudding and an afterthought. 

It was all photographic apart from the exact date. The 
way Ned leaned in towards them to explain in a low voice 
how it would be a head-to-head race with one Jennifer 
Moncrieff. An incumbent in a similar political space with 
much the same home terrain, Jennifer Moncrieff had ten 
times Ned’s resources and a large, well-oiled machine; but, 
Ned said, we’ll slaughter her because I’m twice the man 
she is. 

After the laughter had subsided, TJ O’Malley went into 
serious mode. “I can see where you’re coming from, Ned. 
Like all we need to do is get the word out about this fresh 
new name with his great new policies. But it doesn’t matter 
how good our man is.” He steepled his fingers. “He’s new, 
no one’s heard of him, everybody’s heard of Jenny 
Moncrieff.” 

Brenda could picture it like it was yesterday. The four 
of them: herself, Ned, TJ and George Kinsella, she in her 
new slacks and jumper, them in their suits, at a rickety 
table by the bar. She could even recall George putting a 
beer mat under one of the table legs to stop it rocking. 

She’d known Ned vaguely through the usual vague 
local things – the shops, GAA, Sunday Mass, various 
doings with her dad. Times were bad so she’d jumped at 
his offer of “a bit of work”. That night he introduced TJ 
O’Malley as “the brains of the operation”; she’d not seen 
or heard of TJ before. As for George Kinsella, she’d 
initially thought he was on the team because he knew how 
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to sell things. George was one of TJ’s business associates, 
an estate agent in Ned’s constituency, not an election 
agent. A bland man around her own age, in a hideous 
baggy suit that was as tasteful and exotic as a tub of 
cottage cheese with bits of pineapple in it. There was 
something of the spiv about George; something you 
couldn’t quite put you finger on, so at the time she didn’t 
trust him. It took several years to realise that George 
Kinsella was the least of her worries. George was really – 
what do the girls in the office call it nowadays? A numptie. 
Yes, that’s what he was. George was just a numptie. Yet it 
was TJ not Ned who’d recruited him. Why had TJ “the 
brains” thought George the thicko was a bright idea? 

After TJ’s little speech, she thought: that’s it, may as 
well give up and leave Ned to it – his race over before it 
had even started. Then TJ leaned in and lowered his voice 
too: “Sorry lads. Didn’t mean to sound like a member of 
the cynics club but you have to do the sums and see the 
grand scheme of things.” 

Yes, of course. The grand scheme, the bigger picture, 
the wider forces at work. A grand scheme with a grand 
schemer. 

 
Back at Wilde & Reid Investigations I turned on the radio 
and stumbled into Radio Bloke FM: a DJ wittering on 
about “Only nine more shopping days to Christmas!” He 
made the forthcoming Big Push sound like an apocalyptic 
meltdown. Citizens were about to be killed off in their 
thousands, frenzied consumers devastated that the shops 
had run out of sausage meat or this year’s must-buy toy. 
People strangling each other with tinsel and tin foil, 
whipping themselves with the holly and mistletoe, then 
overdosing on the brandy butter and sprouts. (Though 
even to my reasonably adventurous palate, brandy butter 
and sprouts sounded like a dish too far.) 

Time to turn off the radio and look for something 
suitably unseasonal for the DVD player: Morrissey 
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crooning I have forgiven Jesus, and Dear God please help me. 
In among my In Box’s spam and rubbish, young Cathal 

McGeady had got over his initial devastation and managed 
to email me twenty high-res photos, plus another two 
dozen originals he hadn’t bothered to upload to Facebook. 
You could see why: from bad angles to red eye, even 
Instagram couldn’t turn that lot into decent shots. I don’t 
think Instagram’s filters do “Flattering Angle”. 

But there she was, again and again. The mystery girl in 
various corners of numerous pictures. On her own, in that 
figure-hugging scarlet number and black leather skirt. 
Looking like she was looking for someone. Looking and 
waiting for something to happen. 

I was half tempted to give Harry Street a buzz, but 
hadn’t Ned Power insisted on absolute discretion? Harry 
wouldn’t know the meaning of the word. This was a 
blackmail case, so no point in talking to a grubby hack like 
Harry Street. No going to journo muckrakers, no cosy 
chats with the hunters and gabberers of the fourth estate. 
Or with the cops either. 

Besides, Harry Street was double trouble. Harry’s beat 
was crime and security. This involved gaining and 
maintaining the confidence of the Guards, and dealing in 
their dirt and leaks. Harry liked to make it sound all cloak-
and-dagger; it was damn hard work being a glorified 
unofficial police spokesman. All those chats on the phone 
at all hours of the day or night, all those cosy pints to get 
the latest spin from his friends in the force, drinking 
buddies when it would have been wiser to have mere 
acquaintances. Harry loved it. And Harry hated – in 
descending order – (a) his crime corr rivals, (b) anyone 
that the Guards hated, (c) anyone who hated the Guards 
and (d) his crime corr rivals again. Who was left? 

 
We Are Currently Recruiting Customers said the faded notice in 
the window of the Black Piglet. Inside, the recruitment 
drive was a disaster though the pub didn’t seem to mind. 
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The Black Piglet was quiet, reflective, simply being itself. 
That was why Frank Ferriter liked a quiet pint there before 
popping across the road for the night shift in the paper. A 
quiet pint before the madness of “night town”. 

The name over the front door said “The Black Piglet”, 
though most people knew it as the Black Pig, or simply the 
Pig. A pub that was simply being itself. During the better 
times its cosy snug with the hatch and door latch hadn’t 
been ripped out to jam in more punters. Its jaded carpet 
hadn’t been replaced by hard noisy floors. The walls 
weren’t crammed with pseudo memorabilia, job lots of 
bric-a-brac used by pub fitters to cobble together their 
remarkably similar “genuine Irish themes” from Boston to 
Brisbane. No, the Black Pig hadn’t been chopped up, 
butchered and turned into something else, with its innards 
scooped out and tossed into the skip of Progress. The pub 
simply preferred to be itself. 

Its posters and knick-knacks had accumulated over 
generations, like the mould in the cellar or the lingering 
fug of stale cigarettes, spilt beer, damp coats and that acid-
vanilla aroma you get in secondhand bookshops of dying 
books. Its bar was all mirrors and dark wood, the cream 
ceiling stained and varnished by generations of smokers, 
before the ban came in a decade ago. 

Frank looked around him. The Black Pig wasn’t a 
booze barn to be hit after work, in what was more work 
than work itself, like a glorified gym for sweaty bodies in 
suits and skirts to punchbag each other with bolloxology 
and overpriced cocktails, the music louder and louder until 
you’d be juggling your words up and down in a mad 
pretence at conversation.  

No, this place didn’t pretend to be anything else: it was 
simply, quietly being itself, and that’s why Frank Ferriter 
liked it: for what it wasn’t, and what it most certainly was. 

He was about to order a pint when there was a loud 
invasion: a pub crawl, a dozen people, all annoying, all in 
Christmas Jumpers. When had Christmas Jumpers arrived 
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on this side of the Atlantic? Who invented these hideously 
daft things? Or had they just evolved and mutated, like the 
alien thing in The Blob? 

The barman, Barney, caught his eye. They looked at 
each other, and their looks both said: “For fuck sake.” 

 
So there they were, the gang of four. Sitting at the table in 
the bar of Wynns back in prehistory, when TJ O’Malley 
stubbed out a cigar and did something Brenda found ever 
so strange at the time – although since then she’d grown 
well used to it. 

The strange thing was that TJ stopped addressing Ned 
directly, and concentrated instead on George Kinsella and 
Brenda. The three of them were now at a parent-teacher 
meeting, discussing an errant child (Ned) who just needed 
to get his act together and buck up and knuckle down on 
the Maths and Irish. See your wee Ned over there? If only 
he could buckle up on his marketing next term and get a 
budget for the ads in all the local papers, and a budget for 
the printers, and … and …  

“Believe me, guys, it keeps adding up,” TJ went on, 
scribbling some figures. “The cost of the posters, cable 
ties, boards and corriboards” – George nodded so Brenda 
did too, pretending to know what corriboards were – “the 
leaflets, umbrellas, window stickers, the car wrap thing on 
his official car, the mail marketing, leaflet distribution 
people, rent, envelopes. See? Keeps adding up.” 

It may be a cliché but TJ’s scribbles really were on the 
back of an envelope. 

George murmured something into his pint along the 
lines of “Guess so, TJ.” Brenda didn’t say anything. 

“No matter how much you do,” TJ continued, “this 
Moncrieff woman – nice lady too, I’ve bumped into her 
several times – now Jenny Moncrieff is a bit of a miracle 
woman. Whatever we do, she’ll be able to do twice as 
much. Twice the print runs, twice the leaflet drops, twice 
as many fancy mugshots on twice as many lamp-posts, 
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with enough money left over to buy a feed of pints for 
twice as many lads with the vans and the ladders, and a red 
lemonade or two for the canvasser kids.  

“It’ll be far easier once Ned is in her shoes, if you 
know what I mean. Once he’s won he’ll have a name then, 
he’ll be lapping it up on the gravy train. Once you’re on 
that train it’s almost impossible to dislodge you, what with 
the salary and unvouched expenses, the tax-free stuff from 
travel to telephones, and all the top-ups. Imagine: the 
gravy train is rolling, with a top-up every time you pass a 
station, a top-up every time you go on a committee, a top-
up just for turning up for a council meeting – ‘show-up-
for-work’ money they call it – and a big top-up when it’s 
your turn with the lord mayor’s chain. But our Ned is a 
long way away from the chains of office. Our man has a 
name problem and a cashflow problem. Nobody knows 
him, and even if he could drum up ten times the donations 
he’d still be banjaxed when it comes to declaring it in the 
election expenses.” 

Brenda could just about fathom that bit. Somewhere 
along the way, George (Sign here: George Kinsella – Election 
Agent) would need to produce the invoices for the 
Standards in Public Office crowd or whatever they were 
called back then. 

“So votes cost money,” TJ continued. “No matter how 
much you spend, the incumbent will always manage to 
spend four times more. Yet he – or in our case she – always 
stays below the magic figure, the maximum spend. How’s 
she do that then? Strictly speaking she doesn’t. She’s not the 
one doing the spending. It takes a special kind of person 
to do all that. Someone who understands the cash 
business, and we’re not talking about your local plumber 
or a cash buyer for a new flat – no offence, George. 

“Someone, in other words, like me,” TJ nearly told Brenda 
and George that night, though he let them work that one 
out for themselves. What he did say to them – and to Ned 
as an afterthought – was: “Trust me guys. The proof of 
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the pudding is when we get him elected.” 
So that was the night that Ned became a pudding – and 

an afterthought. The night he became a dependent, 
dependable, independent candidate. 
 
Frank Ferriter stood patiently at the bar, waiting as Barney 
poured the pint in several stages. Both of them looking on 
in horror at the horde of pub crawlers, the pack of 
Christmas Jumpers. 

In the Eighties the newspaper’s Washington office 
would fire off colour stories and horror tales about “Jingle 
Bell Sweaters” and “Cosby Sweaters”. As in The Cosby 
Show. Tasteless oversized things worn by tasteless 
oversized old codgers with an hallucinatory addiction to 
mad colours, psychedelic patterns and … pom-poms.  

As far as Frank could tell, it was around the turn of the 
new millennium when the jumpers became bigger still. 
Bigger literally, and bigger in that other sense, that mad 
“Sure isn’t everyone so retro and ironic and po-mo and 
hip and that’s why the things are everywhere” kind of way. 

On this side of the pond you couldn’t blame Bill Cosby 
or Bing Crosby or Andy Williams for all that. Or even Val 
Doonican either, with his cringeworthy knitwear and 
Paddy McGinty’s Goat. It was that Colin Firth character at 
the Christmas parties in Bridget Jones’s Diary. And Ryan Toy 
Show Tubridy. 

If Frank couldn’t stand Christmas Jumpers, he deeply 
detested the “Twelve Pubs of Christmas” thing. Was he 
just jealous? Showing his age? A couple of decades ago 
wouldn’t he have been on one himself? No, the “Twelve 
Pubs” thing was a far more recent phenomenon and even 
its practitioners were growing weary of it. Last week he’d 
overheard a couple of pioneers – no, pioneers was the 
wrong word – some early adopters in the office complaining 
how these organised pub crawls were becoming “too 
mainstream”, “too commercialised”. A bit like the music 
snob throwing an “I was here first” hissy fit if a decent 
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little indie band manages to sell too many albums and 
attract a few new fans after a decade of obscurity. 

But Frank had come to detest the “Twelve Pubs”, 
hated the way it pissed off the regulars. On any given night 
a quiet old place like the Black Pig had its own dynamic, its 
own beats and rhythms. An organic beat that evolved 
gently and gradually as the evening unfolded, but couldn’t 
compete with the sudden arrival of a succession of pub 
crawlers with their artificial rhythms and bigger volume 
knobs. 

Wasn’t he being a party pooper? No, there was 
something else about the noisy invasions of once-a-year 
patrons: the sheer excess of it all. 

The boom had been all about excess. Afterwards 
terrible things had happened, were still happening: small 
towns across the island being sucked dry; long established 
family businesses, once the heart of the main street, finally 
closing down; schools without kids; villages without pubs 
or post offices or copshops; parishes struggling to find 
priests; GAA clubs unable to field a full team; an entire 
generation of young people disappearing to an English-
speaking New World. 

The latest mini property bubble in Dublin meant 
nothing to all these people, despite what the bloody 
politicians and media were saying – including his own 
paper. Since the crash half the regulars in the Black Pig 
had become irregulars: only appearing on benefit payments 
day, nursing a slow-motion pint over a couple of hours. 

The “Twelve Pubs” crowd were, by contrast, 
overindulging in a bacchanalian orgy of high-speed 
consumption. 

But finally the backlash had begun. Good. The owner 
and Barney, the pub’s head barman, had both decided that 
this year – recession or no recession – enough was 
enough. The Black Pig would forego the custom of a large 
gaggle of mad nuisances with lashings of gargle already in 
them. Now it would have a “Regulars Only” rule: regular 
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customers only, every Saturday in December. 
But today was only flaming Monday. 
Frank finished his pint more quickly than he’d have 

liked, and walked slowly across the road to work. 
 

So that was the night that Ned had become dependent on 
a man who was strictly cash, buckets of cash from God 
knows where. They needed shedloads of it, and TJ had 
plenty of sheds. 

TJ had connections. TJ knew how things worked. TJ 
knew how to get your leaflets and posters done for next to 
nothing. A man who knew about politics, who didn’t 
believe in politics. 

And TJ was so damn persuasive. Managed to persuade 
Ned, bamboozle George and convince even Brenda 
herself that the election really came down to who had the 
biggest cash cow, the most cash to gamble. 

And none of it ever provable. TJ always made sure 
there were no paper trails worth talking about – or digital 
trails in the digital cloud thing or whatever it later became 
– and TJ himself was never on the books. He was neither 
Ned’s adviser nor his agent or handler or fixer even. 
Officially TJ didn’t exist. 

After a short stint in local politics it became time to 
take a punt on getting Ned in the Dáil. Once again, TJ 
knew all the tricks and grey areas. 

“Like how do you define a donation?” he’d say. “It’s not 
just money – it could be a free office, free materials, the 
difference between the going rate and a special discount. 
But to define it they have to find it.” 

There were so many grey areas in the definitions and 
regulations – as you’d expect when legislators make 
legislation about themselves. It was so easy to hide things, 
fudge things or rename them.  

“Everybody does it,” TJ was always saying. “And if 
they don’t they’re stupid eejits who aren’t cut out to be our 
public representatives. 
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“Look at the loopholes. Take the maximum donation 
anyone can make: suppose someone wants to spend fifty 
thou on our man, or twenty times the limit for an 
individual donor. Just find twenty distant relatives. End of 
story. If they can’t find it they can’t define it.” 
 
Where’s my stupid fucking wallet? 

Stephen Hussey only realised he couldn’t find it after 
falling out of the taxi. 

It’s not in any of the pockets of my Santa gear. Or on 
the back seat. Or the floor. What the feck? Ow – my 
stupid foot! 

During an otherwise most pleasant evening of drink, 
debauchery and countless attempts to kiss the lasses 
wearing reindeer antlers and disco bobbers in the local 
watering holes and fleshpots, some miserable fecker must 
have pinched his wallet. Who? Where? How the fuck? The 
dirty rat has only robbed Santa Claus! 

“Fuck sake,” Stephen said, patting his pockets one last 
time. “Sorry driver – lost me wallet.” He struggled out of 
the back seat again. “Ow! One minute. I’ll get her nibs to 
pay.” 

There would be hell to pay alright, waking Eileen up at 
all hours. 

 
“What do you have to say for yourself? Where the hell 
were you all night?” she said several centuries later, after 
they were finally indoors. 

What can you say? Oh come on Eileen; ran into a few lads on 
the way home; was just going to have the one, that one fatal pint that 
ended up with us falling out of another pub six hours later, and 
Santy’s been robbed by a MISERABLE MEAN FECKIN’ 
FECKER? 

Stephen sat down. The room started to spin. Somehow 
he managed to hang on in there and stick to his prepared 
script. The edited highlights … 

“Sorry love. Ran into Derek. Had a few scoops in 
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Grogans and the Black Pig. He’s a Santa too, see? And we 
were robbed.” 

Oh-oh. He knew that face on her. Eileen was going to 
murder him. 

 
She left him snoring at the breakfast table and went back 
to bed. 

That’s it, Eileen thought. He’s definitely getting 
sprouts. And I’ll buy a big bird this year, even if it’s just 
the two of us. Order it tomorrow and pick it up on 
Monday. We’d still be eating it on Paddy’s Day, but who 
cares? It would be good company in the kitchen. 

And what was Anna saying this afternoon, Anna the 
nice young care worker? How Mammy needs to take the 
test again? Sure everyone knows the tests are completely 
ridiculous. Last time Mammy took it she complained like 
mad: why couldn’t they ask her easier questions, ones she 
might know the answer to? 

“What you should do Eileen is bring in some things 
your mam remembers,” Anna said. “Not just the old 
photos and knick-knacks for the sideboard in her room, 
but all the songs she loves. Really old ones, like childhood 
songs.” 

Eileen had to think twice about that; Mammy isn’t in a 
coma or anything, just a little bit doolally. It’s not like 
they’re going to make her sit a music quiz.  

Oh. Then she twigged. “Oh Anna, what a lovely idea. 
Like Daisy Daisy, Daddy Wouldn’t Buy Me A Bow-wow, All I 
Want for Christmas is My Two Front Teeth, Don’t Go Breaking 
My Heart, that kind of stuff.” She began to hum it too. 

“No, silly.” Anna chuckled. “Not Elton John. I mean 
your mam’s songs, from when she was young, not when you 
were.” 

Stephen would just have to go up to the attic, if he 
could still squeeze through the trapdoor the drunken 
bowsie. The box of records must still be up there 
somewhere and – what was Mammy always singing? Che 
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Gelinda Manina. “Your Tiny Hands Are Frozen”. But it’s a 
78. Feckity feck. How do you play a 78 in this day and age? 
Couldn’t we get Trish to make a tape of it? Even if we 
manage to get a tape made, would Mammy even know? 

This afternoon Mammy said she didn’t have a 
daughter. She said she didn’t know her. 

Eileen had to sit there in the day room for forty 
minutes like a complete stranger. Or a frozen turkey. 
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Day #4: Nancy’s 
 
 

Tuesday, 17 December 
 
Cowtown. That’s my patch, my home base: a kind of 
rectangle that starts at the top of Prussia Street and ends in 
the Liffey, if you know what I mean. A rectangle with, to 
the west, the start of the Phoenix Park and three hundred 
crumbling flats at O’Devaney Gardens; and, to the east, 
the beginnings of Smithfield and Grangegorman. 

At one time Cowtown was on one of Europe’s oldest 
highways: the old road from the Hill of Tara to 
Glendalough, a main thoroughfare into Dublin, crossing 
the Liffey at the only bridge at the time, the “ford of the 
hurdles” (now Church Street bridge) around which the city 
would grow. 

This highway became, in Irish, Bóthar-na-gCloch: the 
road of the stones. Or, in a sort of Anglo-Irish back-to-
frontery, the bóthar became batter, the cloch or clochach 
became stony, hence Batterstony or (joking apart) 
Stoneybatter. 

They’d sold cattle in nearby Smithfield since the 1540s. 
By the 1850s Smithfield could no longer cope with the 
growth of the cattle industry, so the focus shifted around 
the corner to a new mart in Stoneybatter.  

In those days, Nana Reid would tell you, all the shops 
in Manor Street had half doors. They’d close the bottom 
halves as the drovers and “penny boys” and later on the 
cowboys on bicycles herded the cattle to the public 
abattoir in Blackhorse Lane or to unregulated private yards 
across the city, or to the docks for live export. 

It’s hard to imagine now, the influx of farmers and 
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traders and horse dealers, the cattle drives down streets 
where the nearest you’d get to a cow nowadays would be a 
van of frozen burgers; the drovers dropping off at the 
coach stop for travellers, at what would become Larry 
Mulligan’s the grocer’s shop – now a trendy gastropub; the 
big shots arriving from the country two or three days a 
week to their big new houses on the North Circular Road 
or to the City Arms Hotel on Prussia Street. Hard to 
imagine, but by the start of the twentieth century 
Stoneybatter had become one of the biggest, noisiest cattle 
markets in these islands. Even by the 1950s you’d hear 
stories of runaway bullocks in Kennedy’s the cake shop 
and Payne’s. Which was either a butcher’s or a china shop 
depending on Nana Reid’s memory. 

Hence the “cow” bit in Cowtown, the unofficial name 
for the Stoneybatter district on Dublin’s northside. 

Due to the administrative vagaries of the postal system, 
the Phoenix Park and Parkgate Street were served by the 
James’s Street post office across the river, so these 
addresses were officially in D8, the Dublin 8 postal 
district. For most Dubliners the even number made it 
sound as if by rights these places should be on the 
southside. Or that the northside (which had all the odd 
numbers) had ceded this wedge of territory after a border 
skirmish. Or it was a mess-up by someone with a leaky 
Parker pen in the Boundary Commission. 

In reality Parkgate Street, this little slice of D8, was 
thoroughly northside; it was north of the Liffey’s dividing 
line, on the wild western frontier of Cowtown. 

Like many a Dublin pub, the Nancy Hands on 
Parkgate Street in D8 had been walloped and punched by 
a half decade of recession. While this year’s Christmas 
parties would ease the cashflow, they were taking place less 
than five months after the pub had been sold by the 
receivers. Sold for more than the €700,000 guide price, but 
a mere fraction of the €5 million paid at the height of the 
boom in 2005, when the pubs were jam-packed every 
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night of the week and the sky was full of cranes. 
 

Outside was crisp and chilly with bright blue skies, so it 
took me a few seconds to adjust to the pub’s subdued 
lighting and warm surroundings. Through stained glass 
doors to the left of the front porch, the main bar of 
Nancy’s was all wood, glass and big mirrors. You could be 
stepping into a shrine to architectural salvage: the parquet 
floors and tables were greenwood planks from Dublin 
Port, the solid mahogany counter from a London bank. 

Behind the counter a barman polished pint glasses. He 
seemed wary as I threw an eye over the stairs up to the 
restaurant area. Who could blame him – it’s rude to throw 
eyes over stairs. Or maybe I looked like I was about to 
breach an obscure EU loitering directive, or the “Toilets 
Are For Customers Only” rule. I kept him happy by 
ordering a pint. 

The place was quiet after the lunchtime rush. A guy 
floating around behind me ordered a lager. I guess he must 
have arrived seconds after me. He was tall, heavy-set, 
looking vaguely Eastern European, like an international 
footie star from a team and country that hadn’t existed 
before the Wall came down. Either the goalie or a 
traditional centre forward, that was the height of him. 

We were the only two customers in the room. No one 
was at the “Pour Your Own Pint” self-service table, or the 
lonely big screen playing Sky Sport with the volume down. 
The place was strewn (“decked” in seasonal terms) with 
miles of plastic foliage, fake tinsel and more fairy lights 
than Santa’s Grotto. A snowy corner of the room had 
been taken over by an army of vertically challenged 
creatures – santas, gnomes, Smurf-type things. The 
barman began to pull the pint, said to take a seat and he’d 
bring it down to me. The Eastern European guy paid for 
his drink too, grabbing a stool at the far end of the bar. 

Further inside, a large lounge area had a massive 
limestone and granite fireplace – the log fire unlit this 
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morning – with a lintel that weighed several tons and came 
from an ancient castle. The sound system was stuck on a 
festive CD or Christmas FM, the kind of station in non-
stop party mode – Wizzard and Slade, Kim Wilde, Fairytale 
and Wham’s Last Christmas on continuous rotation. At a 
table by the fireplace I waited for Mariah Carey to turn up. 
Mariah Carey wasn’t the worst – I actually like that song. 
No, Bony M were the worst. 

After the pint of stout arrived I had a slow gander, 
comparing the room’s features to the photograph of our 
mystery girl, looking for a fit. 

The wooden ceilings were the colour of maple syrup 
and the walls boasted Guinness ads from the 1940s and 
1950s – real ones not repros; heraldic shields; giant mirrors 
and stained glass turn-of-the-century stuff in the style of 
Rennie Mackintosh; another big screen for more footie; 
sunny Provençal-style tiles towards the jacks at the back. 
This room didn’t look like the scene of the crime either. 

Then he popped into view again: the Eastern European 
goalkeeper. Definitely following me. Or maybe I was being 
paranoid. Maybe he wasn’t Eastern European, maybe just 
an American tourist. No, no two maybes about it. My 
brain was in stereotyping mode and needed to hang a 
decent label on him. The label said he was a … Sergei! Yes, 
that’s it: a Sergei. The kind of goon who likes to put his 
fingers in your face and stretch it like an iPad app. 

The front porch had a second door through to a 
smaller bar. This had yet another TV and open fire, but 
was too snug and small for an office party. 

I returned to the main bar. Sergei had finished his 
wanderlust and was back on his stool, pretending to 
inspect the huge floor-to-ceiling cabinet behind the 
counter. I pretended to inspect it too. It was all curved 
glass and mahogany dividers and came from a chemist’s in 
Piccadilly; today the cabinet was full of other tinctures, 
whiskey bottles – and whisky with no “e” from further 
afield. Enough bottles to give you a headache trying to 
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keep track of the Best Before dates. Around a decade ago 
we used to know the manager; when his staff flew off on 
holidays he’d slip them a few bob to bring back a bottle of 
the local tipple. It had built up into a fine collection. Sergei 
pretended to admire it too. 

Our Auntie Mary down the country has a more modest 
drinks cabinet in her “Good Room”. Auntie Mary and 
Uncle Michael are Pioneers – teetotalers. How are they to 
know that once you open a bottle of Baileys for guests the 
“Best Before” clock starts counting down? The same goes 
for the sherry. Even an opened bottle of Cognac might 
evaporate a bit and “age well” for ages, but eventually the 
decades take their toll. Being a Pioneer, Auntie Mary rarely 
gets presents of hard liquor, so she secretly waters them 
down to make them stretch; a little at a time, but so many 
times that you’d get more drunk on a pint of Ballygowan. 
Auntie Mary would make a rotten con artist, though she’s 
a dab hand at the sherry trifle – a boozy affair of sponge 
fingers, jelly, cream and custard, Cadbury Flake, the works. 
So the sly old thing must be using a different sherry bottle. 
And the learning point? Appearances can be deceptive. Talking 
of which, Sergei was still appearing to admire the drinks 
cabinet. And inspecting my reflection. 

I leaned across the bar to the barman and a lounge girl, 
showing them the pic of the mystery girl. For my latest 
cover story the photo was the centerpiece of a fake 
Missing Person poster: a girl called Jane Byrne from 
Drimnagh, last seen a fortnight ago. 

“Her family are worried sick,” I said. “One of her 
friends thought she’d seen her here. Recognise her?” 

The barman and lounge girl shook their heads slowly, 
then consulted each other, their heads pinging their 
verdicts back and forth across an invisible tennis net. 

“She’s not a regular.” 
“Nah, don’t think so.” 
“Tuesday last week you say? I wasn’t on that night.” 
“Me neither.” 
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“I wouldn’t say she’s eighteen.” 
“Me neither.” 
 “Thanks anyway.” I gave them my card. “I’m the Reid 

one. Mind if I look around?” 
The barman gave a be-my-guest gesture. 
I could feel Sergei gawking over my shoulder as I took 

the wide mahogany staircase up to the restaurant and 
carvery. That was another thing: the well-worn stairs had 
come from Trinity College. Their main claim to fame was 
Michael Caine’s drunken Prof traipsing up and down them 
in Educating Rita. Kind of apt, that: much of the film had 
been shot around Stoneybatter, including the wedding 
scene at the church in Aughrim Street, and they’d used the 
school in Stanhope Street as a production base. The Nancy 
Hands was barely two decades old, yet overflowing with 
older stories. 

Lunchtime service over, the dining area was almost 
empty – and Sergei hadn’t followed me upstairs. Once 
again I tried to work out from the photo’s background the 
exact location where Ned and his mystery girl would have 
been that night. This room was more raw brick and high 
ceilings; old wood, antiques, a cast-iron balustrade; some 
cartoony Graham Knuttels and other paintings sneering 
down from the walls; a kitchen counter from a butcher’s 
shop; chairs like pews, and a corner with carved seats from 
a church; a large ornate dome window with a good view 
down on Parkgate Street. 

It must have been around here somewhere. Must have 
been, but where? 

From each corner I took six or seven establishing shots 
of the surrounding spaces, plus a few more photos from 
the top of the stairs and intermediary landing. I couldn’t 
think of what else to do but they might come in handy 
later. Nancy Hands remained a mystery alright. 

But one mystery could be cleared up right away. Back 
downstairs, I put my half-finished pint down on the bar, 
covering it with a beer mat in time-honoured fashion. 
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Sergei sat and watched as I walked slowly through the 
inner bar towards the toilets at the back. At the last 
moment I took a sharp right. From a distance anyone 
unfamiliar with the place would figure I’d gone into the 
toilets (and wouldn’t know that the ladies’ were on the 
right and the men’s on the left). 

Just before reaching the loos, a pair of wood and glass 
doors led out to a beer garden. It was empty. Much of the 
smoking area was roofed. There were canopies and 
heaters, a large stone Buddha, a small TV, metal stairs 
snaking up to a hidden rooftop area that was barricaded 
off with beer barrels this afternoon. Less obvious – unless 
you knew the place – was the dark alley from the back of 
the beer garden to a separate entrance directly onto 
Parkgate Street. 

I slipped through the alley, turned left down the street 
and in seconds was in a window seat in Juno’s Bistro. 
Enough time to watch from behind a stray Irish Times as 
Sergei emerged from the main entrance of Nancy’s. Juno’s 
calls itself a bistro – the kind of place that does a damn 
good venison sausage and mash – but the décor is really 
more the classic American diner. At the table next to me a 
legal type – no doubt on a late lunch from the courts 
around the corner – was making a fine mess of his juicy 
burger with homemade aioli; his younger male companion 
was diving into a large bun of pulled pork. I could smell 
their chips and barbecue sauce. 

My tail looked lost. He crossed the road, leaned his 
head in a car window. Seemed like he was being debriefed 
by the driver. Let them stew for five minutes. 

 
Who was she anyway, this Nancy Hands? Molly Malone’s 
business partner? The pub’s owner? A gay goalie? 

Up to the early 1990s Nancy’s was called the Deerpark 
– a comfy modest place with less than a fifth of today’s 
floorspace, where factory girls would flock on Friday 
nights for a few scoops and rowdy singsongs, in the days 
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when Cowtown still had its fair share of factories and 
sewing machines. 

The Deerpark only became the Nancy Hands after a 
massive extension, a major refurb and a complete 
rebranding. It was bought by the McCaffrey family, 
owners of the Hole in the Wall on Blackhorse Avenue 
near the Navan Road. The Hole in the Wall (aka 
McCaffreys) was legendary; a century before, they’d sell 
pints to the soldiers stationed in the Phoenix Park through 
a hole in the back wall. Hence the name. And the popular 
hostess serving the tonic to the troops? None other than 
Nancy Hands; her name had been resurrected and applied 
to this new temple of old architectural salvage. 

There was one more turn in Nancy’s tale. She wasn’t 
just a tavern or barwoman but a ship. Above the pub 
entrance on Parkgate Street was a stopped clock and a 
large verdigrised copper relief – a medieval scene with a 
sailing ship in its left corner: the Nancy Hans. 

From the pub’s name to its architectural recycling, 
from its floors and stairs to its counters and bric-a-brac, 
the Nancy Hands was a reconstruction of other fables, a 
vast anthology of other stuff and stories from other places, 
from Blackhorse Avenue to Piccadilly. And now, in its 
way, Ned Power’s story too. 

Sergei was still talking to the driver when I looked 
down from the pub’s clock. Walking over I could make 
out the driver now: the suit with the moustache. None 
other than TJ O’Malley, consultant engineer, Ned Power’s 
old pal. 

“We meet again,” I said. 
“That’ll be all, Shane,” TJ said to Sergei. Shane? That’s 

the trouble with bloody stereotypes. “On a case, Mr 
Reid?” 

“Oh yeah,” I said. “Still looking for my brown 
handbag.” 

“Good luck so.” 
He drove off, and Sergei/Shane buggered off too. 
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Brenda was eventually to discover what class of a person 
TJ really was. It was after their first general election, after 
the big bash in Buswell’s for the supporters and donors 
and a clatter of “distant relations”, and after a drunken 
conversation at another celebration in Doheny & Nesbitts 
a few hours later, after she’d bumped into Susan Foster. 

Susan was one of her counterparts from The Other 
Crowd. She let Brenda in on a little secret, as you do after 
much drink taken. Ned wasn’t the only one dependent on 
TJ’s under-the-table cash and off-the-books jobs. TJ was 
one of Ned Power’s biggest supporters, yet – Sue Foster 
explained – TJ supported her man too. TJ played both 
sides. TJ played every side. 

So that was TJ’s game: politics wasn’t about neatly 
choreographed battlegames between local councillors or 
individual TDs. It was all that too, of course, in its own 
way, but TJ didn’t much care for minor skirmishes or level 
playing fields. He believed in the grand scheme of things. 

In a multi-seat constituency, why back the one horse to 
win when you can gamble on four or five to romp home, 
all four or five in the same race? All those horses, giving 
you all that clout. That’s what politics was to TJ: a series of 
interlocking dependencies, sloped playing pitches, 
elections to be bought, races to be sown up. Politics was a 
crooked cartel. 

Brenda closed the appointments diary and felt very 
tired all of a sudden. The girls were packing up early for 
the day. The were going shopping. The radio, too, was 
going on about nine more shopping days to Christmas. 
There was no end to it. 

So Ned has an appointment with TJ at four. Sounds 
ominous this time: is TJ about to stop backing him? No 
more cash cow? No more special favours? 

Brenda herself had an appointment this evening: her 
own Christmas bloody shopping – for Ned’s bloody 
presents. As in his presents for his wife and kids. He could 
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depend on her for that. 
What else? Stop off in the convenience store for bread, 

milk, tomato soup. A tetrapak of it; too much soup for a 
supper for one, but the leftovers would have the makings 
of a spaghetti sauce tomorrow night. 
 
“I need a favour.” Frank Ferriter was on my mobile. 

“That’s good,” I said. “I could do with one too.” 
Unlike Harry Street, Frank was the kind of journo you 

could trust. While I couldn’t mention the Ned Power 
affair, there were still a couple more cases we could shoot 
the breeze about. 

Frank wasn’t a happy-clappy person at the best of 
times; on the phone this afternoon he sounded more 
miserable than Morrissey. He’d covered enough rotten 
crime stories in his years on the news desk, and even in the 
run-up to Christmas you’d have crime stories; crime didn’t 
take much of a holiday break, nor did the paper. But Frank 
had finally had his fill of miserable Christmas crime stories.  

Where do you start? The garden centre’s stolen 
Christmas trees? The counterfeit vodka with high levels of 
methanol? The con to smuggle drugs into Mountjoy’s 
inmates between the folds of their Christmas cards? 
Operation Bambi – the clampdown on poachers who were 
shooting Bambi’s mum in perilously large numbers? Or 
how about the poor guy from Ballyer with a vanload of 
Christmas shopping, who dashed to the filling station shop 
for twenty Major and came out to no van, no shopping 
and no Christmas cheer? Someone had even nicked the 
school crib in Donnybrook. 

But Frank’s latest crime story really took the biscuit: 
“The buggers have only stolen – wait for it – the gift-
wrapped presents from under the Christmas tree. Now 
what kind of bollix would do that – the kids’ toys at 
Christmas?” 

“Yeah,” I said. “Season of goodwill and all that. So 
what’s this favour?” 
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“How you fixed for pints this Thursday?” 
“Yeah, Thursday’s good.” 
“The Pig, say six?” 
“Grand.” Grand because the Black Pig was my kind of 

pub, reminding me of a favourite old armchair. 
“But it won’t turn into a session, Moss.” 
“Ah no. I’ll have work in the morning,” I said. 
“So what’s this favour of yours?”  
“Oh, anything you have on a TJ O’Malley. Engineering 

consultant, possibly from Galway, sixtyish, looks like a 
walrus, hangs out with Ned Power TD.” 

“I’ll see what we can dig up in the morgue.” 
“Is he dead?” 
“The morgue. As in the paper’s library.” 
“Thanks Frank. It’s kind of important. And could you 

keep it hush-hush for the moment?” 
 

“Ham sambos coming through.” Eileen arrived from the 
kitchen with a large tray. Ted was almost reminded of an 
ice-cream girl in a Sixties cinema – if ice-cream girls had 
silver-grey hair in a loose bun, and trays of ham 
sandwiches instead of tubs of ice cream or Lyons Maid 
ice-pops and popcorn. 

“Thanks, Eileen. You’re very good,” he said. 
Deirdre is spot on, Eileen thought: if only Ted had a 

nice shirt. We could all chip in and buy him one for 
Christmas. 

Back in the kitchen, Deirdre was buttering enough 
sliced bread to cover the Hogan Stand in Croke Park. 

“You know what they’re calling us?” she wondered 
aloud. “The sandwich generation.” 

“What are you on about now?” Eileen was still tetchy 
after last night’s ructions – she hadn’t slept a wink. 

“You know.” 
“No I don’t know, Deirdre. Because it’s always us ends 

up making the sandwiches?” 
“No, silly. Because we’re sandwiched between the kids 
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and the parents. Take our Michele.” Hold on, Eileen thought: 
which one is Michele again? Oh right: Deirdre’s younger sister. “She 
spends half the morning looking after our mam, and I’d 
spend half the afternoon with her – like you do with your 
mam – and you know what it’s like. You’d be run off your 
feet. Then when she gets home our Michele has to cook 
and clean – her Pat’s as bad as your Stephen and doesn’t 
do a tap of housework – so she’s hardly in the door when 
her Shona says can she do the babysitting.” 

Her Shona? All those names: Michele, Pat, Shona. Eileen 
had never met Deirdre’s sister Michele; or Michele’s 
husband Pat either, or – oh of course – her daughter Shona. 
All just names, not faces. All Eileen knew was that Her 
Michele – Michele Costello now – was a modern martyr; and 
Michele’s daughter Shona was Shona Daly now and a bit 
of a yuppie “doing stuff in the financial services”. Her 
Shona’s thirtieth was last August with a massive party and 
her two kiddies always needing to be babysat. Or was it 
three now? Don’t ask what the little brats are called. 

“Her Brian’s just as bad,” Deirdre went on. Right, Her 
Brian. Which feckity one is that? “He moved back home again 
you know.” 

No, Eileen did not know. At least she’d heard of this 
Brian one: Deirdre’s nephew, Michele’s youngest, their 
cleverest. Michele’s Brian was building the Internet, single-
handedly, brick by brick. Yet despite being “the high flier”, 
“the bright one in the family”, Her Brian still manages to 
have a negative equity thing or strategic defaulter problem 
or whatever it’s called, and comes running back to his 
mum and dad despite all his brainy brightness, back in his 
old bedroom with all the Man U posters and his three 
guitars, and is more mollycoddled than the last little prince 
of the Romanovs. 

“And that’s us. The sandwich generation,” Deirdre 
said. “As for their Louise …” 

Too many characters. It was like trying to watch a soap 
opera that you don’t even follow. 
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Thanks to consumer law and the second pesky Law of 
Thermodynamics, most things in life have a Best Before 
date. Even our sun and universe have one. 

Auntie Mary’s sherry trifle could stretch to a couple of 
days until the cream goes off; a sliced pan might last a 
week before it’s penicillin; a big brawny claret, stored away 
from heat and light, might improve with age as the tannins 
soften and other chemical changes take place. But even a 
bottle of claret won’t last for ever. Not in my house at any 
rate. White wine has an even lower survival rate. 

I grabbed the bottle of Picpoul from the fridge, sliced 
the sourdough cob from the Green Door bakery, put the 
toast on, checked the fridge again. Lemons, Hellmann’s, 
yoghurt, two smoked mackerel fillets – perfect. 

My trusted smoked mackerel pate recipe (pâté if you’re 
posh) has no exact measurements. It’s all done by taste 
and texture and takes two minutes. I had two minutes. 

Get the fillets, remove the skin, check for bones, put 
fillets in the blender. Add a tablespoon of mayo, a 
teaspoon of plain yoghurt, half a teaspoon of horseradish 
sauce, a twist of red peppercorns, the juice of half of 
lemon, a pinch of parsley from the window pot. 

At this stage it looks a right mess. But looks don’t 
matter: it’s all about getting the mix right, then everything 
falls into place. A bit like a blackmail case I guess. 

Blitz everything together, loosen it up with a spatula 
and another teaspoon of yoghurt. Blitz. Taste. Add a few 
more molecules of horseradish for extra kick. Blitz, taste 
again. Spoon into large ramekin. Eat with toast, a chunk of 
lemon and a glass of Picpoul. A perfect mix: the only thing 
missing was a decent log fire. 

But where were the blackmailers? Who was the mystery 
girl? Why, despite a relatively large number of pictures of 
her, did nobody remember her from the night? Why was 
Ned’s old mucker TJ O’Malley having me tailed? What 
was the intern at, and why had he vanished? 
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Consult my notepad: No sign of D.C. (Danny Costello) 
since case started. Intern calls in sick again this a.m. 

When I rang their parliamentary office this morning 
there was a detectable glee in Una McFeely’s voice: “He’s 
perilously close to using up all ten of his allotted sick days 
this year.” You’d wonder how many allotted sick weeks 
Ms McFeely has. 

 
“Her Danny’s just as bad,” Deirdre went on. 

Her Danny? Eileen tried to work it out. Was that Her 
Michele’s middle one? The youngest? Family trees could be 
ever so complicated, particularly other people’s. Worse 
than a soap opera. 

“I mean to say,” Deirdre continued, “at least he has a 
job. But he says the money’s so bad you’d be better off on 
the dole.” 

Eileen wondered what the problem was. “Ah come on, 
Deirdre, at least he’s out of the house and doing 
something.”  

“No. I mean he has his own flat. But you know what 
he does the other day, Mr Penniless? Only asks her for a 
thousand euros! Her Danny. Can you believe it? With not 
a notion how to pay her back of course. And you know 
what she’ll do?” 

“Give it him?” 
“Too right she’ll give it him. You’d have to feel sorry 

for her all the same. Imagine: your kids all grown up and 
you’re still forking out for them, and babysitting their kids 
– and looking after your own Mam – and our Mam could 
live well into her nineties, God willing – and you try telling 
all that to the HSE when you ask for help. They look at 
you like you had two heads, Eileen. Anyhow, that’s us all 
over. The sandwich generation, looking after three 
generations. I mean to say, at our age. Mind you, her 
Michele can be an awful soft touch. We’d never stand for 
it in our house – at least our lot have proper jobs and don’t 
keep running back home for a dig out. Her two lads would 
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beggar belief. In their thirties and still looking for 
handouts, her Brian still living at home and her Danny 
looking for a thousand yoyos.” 

Eileen thought: where was I by the time I was thirty? 
left home, gone to uni (OK, poly at the time), worked in 
the chemical industry across the water, got married, come 
back to Ireland, had my first kid (OK, Trish wasn’t 
planned but they rarely were back then), bought their first 
house and still only twenty-nine. Or was it twenty-eight? 
And all that long before women’s lib did its bit. Worlds 
away from Her Michele’s Young Brian, the little brainbox 
who wasn’t quite so brainy in the property market, and Her 
Danny demanding a thousand pound and doesn’t even 
have a paper round.  

By the time you were thirty, all that time ago, when life 
promised to get a little better every year, when life was 
always promising, always promising something just around 
the corner, back then you could always look forward to … 
Well, at least you could still look forward back then. 

“That’s us all over,” Deirdre barged into her thoughts. 
“The sandwich generation. Stuck in the middle between 
your mam and the kids and stuck with looking after the lot 
of them when you’re well in your sixties.” 

That’s all wrong, Eileen thought. Deirdre is no spring 
chicken, not even a summer one. But she isn’t “well in her 
sixties” yet. She’s only fifty-seven. It does sound so 
insulting all the same: the sandwich generation. 

Eileen couldn’t think. All those names, all that family 
tree stuff. She buttered more bread, sandwiched more 
sandwiches and lost herself in the small print on the packs 
of sliced ham. Saltpetre. What the hell was the proper 
chemical name again? 

Potassium nitrate. Obvious you know. KNO3. 
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Day #5: Best Before Christmas 
 
 

Wednesday, 18 December 
 
I don’t know what Jimmy Bermingham was Best Before, 
but around the time he disappeared he would have been 
long past his Use-By date. 

Meadow Motors had its first round of redundancies in 
October 2008, starting with the sales rep kids and the 
youngest mechanics. Last in, first out. It was supposed to 
be a temporary thing until sales picked up again. 

Sales didn’t. They kept nose-diving. 
Desperate times, desperate measures. So they 

amalgamated two garages and closed the third, reckoning 
at least they could sell the site to offset losses. 

They hadn’t reckoned on the temporary blip becoming 
an endless permaslump. So they decided to mothball the 
amalgamated garage and move out to the Navan Road. 
That was supposed to be the plan. 

Eventually the plan ran out of options and decideds 
and supposedlys. When you’re down to the bone you have 
to shed anyone else with too many miles on the clock – as 
in Jimmy Bermingham. They’d just have to be a garage 
without grease monkeys. It was the price of survival. 
When push comes to shove even old hands are 
expendable. Like a remote island village or old mill or 
exhausted mine, time had finally run out. Time to 
abandon. 

“So tell me, Alan. This redundant mechanic, this Jimmy 
guy,” I said, “why’s he suddenly in big demand? And what 
else do we have to go on? More important, who’s paying?” 

I was firing questions at Alan Brennan. Alan was my 
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solicitor; his practice threw the occasional crumb of work 
my way. Even with Ned Power’s blackmail case, and a 
messy job for a student loans crowd, and what with it 
coming on Christmas, I needed every crumb I could get. 

“He’s won the Lotto,” Alan said. 
“Serious?” I knew full well that Alan wasn’t. It’s hard 

to take someone seriously when he reminds you of the 
Wallace in Wallace and Gromit (and one of his junior 
partners is a dead ringer for Gromit). 

“Nah, not the Lotto, but next best thing,” Alan went 
on. “His uncle on his mother’s side” – he consulted his 
notes – “one Billy Mulvihill, kicked the bucket four 
months ago. Jimmy’s his only surviving relative, so he 
comes into a tidy sum.” 

“No hurry, Alan, but how much?” 
“Don’t you worry. A nice tidy sum but there’s a messy 

bit.” 
“Isn’t there always?” 
Alan was standing me breakfast. While I’m not usually 

a breakfast meetings kind of person, this one was civilised. 
We were in Wuff, a fairly new diner down our way. It used 
to be a post office on the corner of Benburb Street and 
Blackhall Place; now it was one large room, open-plan 
with an industrial feel. Grey banquettes and seats, walls 
with long mirrors and painted mugshots of dogs. The 
winter sun streamed in the lattices of square windows. 

“It’s messy,” Alan continued, “because Jimmy 
Bermingham …” 

“The car mechanic?” 
“Yeah yeah, so Jimmy B is due this nice inheritance.” 

Alan’s knife and fork ambled back to his Eggs Benedict 
(Alan) while I was tucking into the Truffle Infused Poached 
Eggs Topped with Unpasteurised Gruyère Cheese on Sourdough 
Toast. With lashings of strong Coffee while watching the 
Luas trams glide by, clanging their electronic bells. See? 
Civilised. While the place was busy it was nowhere near as 
mad as it gets on a Sunday brunchtime. 
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“But,” he put down the knife and fork, “after the 
garage gives him his P45 and his RP50” – RP50? Alan was 
a stickler for labour law – “he sort of slips off the radar a 
bit.” 

“How much?” 
“Like a lot. Totally invisible.” 
“I mean how much do I get?” 
“I’ll come to that. Meadow Motors is his ‘Last Seen’ 

whereabouts. Where he went after that is anyone’s guess. 
So. That’s your mission: find Jimmy Bermingham.” 

“You must be joking, Alan. ‘And this tape will self-
destruct in five seconds.’ Not even a home address?” 

“Just a ‘return to sender’.” 
“Oh bollocks. And I’d be working for the uncle, I 

mean the estate of the late Billy Thingummy?” 
“Not quite,” Alan said. “You’ll be working for me.” 
“Have I any choice?” 
“Nope. Think of it as – I dunno – the barter economy, 

a quid pro quo.” 
“Oh I love it when you lawyers talk Latin. But I don’t 

do pro bonos. Wilde & Reid are strictly anti bonos. Is it 
my usual rate?” 

“Sure. We can deduct it off what you owe us.” 
Oh fuckit. Forgot that bit.  
“Sorry about that,” I said. 
We’d recently been in the Data Protection wars over 

the illegal use of CCTV footage in a restaurant called 
Burma. It was a long story, involving a large amount of 
legal paperwork, i.e. a large amount of Alan’s junior 
partner Gromit. 

“Here’s his mugshot, last-known address and PPS 
thingy – his social security number. Have you much else 
on at the moment, Mossie?” 

“This and that – client confidentiality and all that. 
Actually I’m working for the Brits.” 

“You’re kidding me. MI5 or what? Der-de-de-DER de-
der-der, Der-de-de-DER de-der-der.” Alan’s lame attempt at the 
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guitar riff from the James Bond theme. 
“No, Alan. A student loans crowd in England. They 

want me to track down a bunch of Irish students who 
studied across the water and graduated with amnesia.” 

“You wha’?” 
“Forgot to repay their student loans, didn’t they? The 

Irish are the biggest chancers, after the Greeks and 
Cypriots. So they say. They stopped paying back the 
tuition fee loans and scurried back home to Ireland. Or 
could be back for Christmas. That’s the theory, if I could 
only find the little beggars.” 

“Not going well then?” 
“Nope.” 
 

No point in mentioning the Ned Power affair. Or bringing 
up a mad case in the Four Courts that Alan himself had 
recently landed me with; the bloody daft proceedings had 
been put back again to next Monday. An intellectual 
property case. Don’t ask. 

Jimmy Bermingham. Another flaming MisPer: a 
missing person. Typical of Alan. Why can’t he give me a 
simple slip-and-fall, a dodgy whiplash, a fraudulent 
insurance claim? Even a decent absenteeism case like – I 
dunno – Ned Power’s missing intern, Danny Costello. 

That’s the kind of miserable work I was stuck with at 
the moment. Chasing after other people’s pain and misery: 
repossessions, MisPers, skip traces, student loan shite. Not 
pleasant but it pays the bills. PI work isn’t all high-profile 
honeytrap cases, rumpy-pumpy adultery, fast cars and 
blackmail notes. Yeah, even a decent little absenteeism 
case would pay the bills, even if my idea of fun isn’t 
spending a century in a cold driving seat waiting to see if a 
“sick” employee is double jobbing or playing soccer in the 
park this afternoon. 

After the breakfast meeting I strolled past the Law 
Society in Blackhall Place to the office in Stoneybatter to 
start the ball rolling. 
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For all we knew, this Jimmy Bermingham could have 
hopped across the water to England. Then you wouldn’t 
know where to start: social security, NHS, Sally Army. If 
he was still in Ireland, working on the PAYE or signing 
on, his PPSN number might turn up on the system 
somewhere. On the other hand you can’t leave a trail of 
mucky dabs on the system – Alan can be a right stickler 
for the Data Protection. 

So I texted a civil servant. One I could trust. I call him 
Deep Troth because that’s how he pronounces it: troath, 
sticking the “h” at the wrong end of “throat” like a 
chicken bone that needs a Heimlich Manoeuvre. 
University College Cork probably has a Department of 
Hiberno-English devoted to the likes of him: the kind of 
person who murders “th” and turns throat into troth or trote, 
who adds an extra “u” to filum and “i” to mischievious and 
“j” to tremenjus. And makes a death in the family sound like 
a debt in it. 

Deep Troth’s mobile would now be buzzing 
somewhere in the dark debts of the Department of Social 
Protection Rackets – for that kind of thing you never trust 
a landline – and Alan didn’t need to know the half of it. 

I parked the MisPer case, put the kettle on, put John 
Martyn on the CD player – it had to be Spencer the Rover of 
course – and wasted most of the morning ringing around 
about missing students and missing loans and only getting 
the runaround.  

Then I called Ned Power – still nothing more from the 
blackmailers. 

Then rang Una McFeely, Ned’s parliamentary secretary 
in Leinster House – still no word of Danny Costello, our 
missing intern. 

 
Ned Power could depend on her. But could she depend 
on him? Brenda worried about that. The way he drank too 
much. Even more so in December, what with all the 
Christmas parties and meet-and-greets and quick chats 
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with the jesters and hangers on; the “quick ones” and 
have-another-ones and ah-go-on-twist-my-arm all-
nighters. 

Even at the best of times Ned could be his own worst 
enemy – even when stone cold sober. Like who could 
forget Duckgate? Ned’s “completely off-the-cuff and off-
the-record” comments about seeing Chinese nationals out 
catching birds by the canal “for crispy duck in the Chinese 
tonight”? Ned had told the media how the whole thing 
had been “blown out of all disproportion” (sic) “and I 
have very strong friends in the Asian community”. 
Unfortunately these friends weren’t strong enough to stop 
even more final nails being banged into his political coffin 
or stop him being kicked out of the party. 

Brenda didn’t do Twitter, so she’d asked for regular 
updates from the girls in the office on what was being said 
about Ned. She’d stopped asking after the update in which 
he was, in short, “that tosser who obviously lives on another 
planet. #duckgate”. 

At the time the girls said some people were saying that 
Ned was becoming a liability. A political embarrassment. A 
numptie. 

She should have read the signs at the time, but the girls 
didn’t know the half of it. How were they to know about 
the bigger picture, the other interests, the hidden forces 
behind the scenes? 

 
After starting positively as “Not a bad day all the same” 
(comment by young woman behind counter in Centra), by 
lunchtime the weather had begun to turn. The radio was 
brimming with storm warnings, and most of my afternoon 
was frittered away on the four sets of digital images of the 
Christmas Jumpers, and our mystery girl in the Nancy 
Hands pub. 

Who was she? Why did nobody recognise her? Who 
were the blackmailers? What was this TJ guy doing in all 
this, with his loyal henchperson Sergei or Shane? Why had 
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the intern gone AWOL? What was Duckgate? Why didn’t 
anything fit? 

I thought about printing out all the photos to make 
them more tangible, make more sense. But the grumpy 
printer decided to obey Sod’s Law: the toner ran out, 
forcing a trip into town for a refill. How come the price 
per ounce of printer toner in central Dublin is higher than 
for an ounce of crack cocaine in downtown Baltimore? 
Ned Power’s down payment was dwindling away fast. 

On the way back I drove past a large white RTÉ van 
with a satellite dish the size of my bathroom. The van was 
heading to the courts, to something big: the radio said the 
slow arm of the law was finally charging three former 
bankers. After what? Five years? Six? Fast work, lads. 

Back in the office there was a knock at the door. A 
large basket of apples appeared in the doorway, hiding 
most of her little old face. I nearly forgot to hide the fresh 
printouts of the photos. 

“Mrs McGroarty, how are you?” I meant it more as a 
greeting than a question. 

“Oh I’m grand Mr Reid! They’re from the neighbours. 
Far too many for little old me, you know?” 

Angela McGroarty was a pensioner who lived around 
the corner in Grangegorman, in a living room with more 
pictures of cute cats than the Internet. Last summer I’d 
helped to find Badger, her missing moggie. A sad case with 
a sad ending, though Mrs M seemed happy enough with 
the eventual outcome. So was I, despite it being a loss-
maker. 

“Thanks Mrs M, you really shouldn’t have. It’s far too 
much for little old me.” 

They were cookers. What was I to do with ten tons of 
cooking apples? 

“Don’t be silly,” she said. “It’s Christmas. There were 
so many apples this year and I’ve plenty. Bye-eee!” 

“Thanks Mrs M, you’re a star. Oh yeah: and happy 
Christmas.” 
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After she left I flicked through the printed 
photographs, trying to put into words what might be 
happening in the case. But there’s a world of a difference 
between thinking in words and thinking in pictures, 
between trying to interpret things and trying to see the 
wider picture. Besides, not everything you can see or 
mentally grasp can be put into words. 

Nothing made sense. It was like being at the back of 
the crowd in a major golf tournament – and I don’t even 
like golf. 

Before calling it a day I rang Ned Power a final time: 
still no word about the drop-off arrangements. What were 
they playing at? 

On the stroll home a burning skip had become a traffic 
jam. Manor Street would have a starring role on AA 
Roadwatch tonight; at least the torrential rain would put 
the fire out quickly. The radio said road conditions were 
treacherous, which was an understatement. Around our 
way the road conditions were becoming two-timing, two-
faced weasels. Storm Emily had just arrived, carrying 
millions of buckets of water on gale-force winds. The 
storm’s name was in honour of Emily Brontë, who’d died 
165 years ago (and Wuthering Heights had rotten weather 
too, no doubt with treacherous driving conditions). 

What a waste of an afternoon. I could murder a pint. 
 
Even at the best of times the highways and byways of 
Smithfield and Stoneybatter can feel like a cross between 
Hip City and the Ballinasloe Horse Fair. It was an even 
more raggedy confusion this evening. 

The pub I was in could be confusing too, from the 
slightly higgledy-piggledy layout to the sharp contrast 
between the front bar with its ancient wooden snug areas 
and the refurbed lounge at the back. The pub’s very name 
would confuse the grammar police: “Walshes” in the 
stained glass windows and doors, plain “Walsh” on the 
main sign outside. 
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Walshes. The kind of homely, relaxed place in which 
Detective Chief Superintendent Foyle might have a quiet 
snifter; he did here too, at this very bar, in the latest season 
of Foyle’s War. After an unproductive afternoon and a 
blackmail case that made no sense at all, I needed to chill 
out with a quiet pint. At the bar. Because at a table you 
might have to small-talk with someone opposite; at the bar 
counter at least you can be alone with your thoughts. Alone 
in a crowded bar: that would make a good title for a painting. 

Despite the crowd she’d spotted me already. She was 
well on too, and sopping wet like most of the customers. 

Maggie Dardis was soaked and frazzled. Apart from 
her long black hair – impeccable as ever with its 
impossibly straight fringe. She might have started off 
pretty as a picture (a Renoir, a Degas, a Monet perhaps) 
but she’d ended up a Jackson Pollock with the paint still 
wet. She’d arrived in a commotion with around a dozen 
fellow reprobates in similar festive attire, a mad scrum of 
muck savages tumbling in the front door of Walshes on a 
gust of wet leaves and cigarette haze. Outside, the weather 
couldn’t decide whether to rain, freeze or blow the tops 
off the houses – so Storm Emily stepped in and told it to 
do all three at once. 

After taking off her big red puffy jacket, Christmas 
Jumper and light cream beret, Maggie resembled a Santa’s 
Little Helper. Her Daz-white T-shirt – with dodgy pizza-
dough typeface listing the names of a dozen local 
hostelries – came with a red skirt, white tights, red heels, 
red lipstick, red nail varnish and a Donegal accent. 

So Maggie Dardis is on the batter tonight. 
She detached herself from the army of renegades and 

wobbled towards my peaceful patch of wooden counter. I 
really didn’t need this. 

“Reidy! Maurice Reid! Thank the Baby Jesus the week 
is nearly over.” For some strange reason she’d put on a 
Tolka Row accent. 

“It’s only Wednesday, Maggie.” 
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“Mossie, Mossie, I know, I know. Izz pissing down out 
there. So. How’s my favouritest divorce detective?” 

“Fine. I’ll be back on your case right after the holliers. 
Promise.” 

Since Ireland brought in its divorce laws the Irish 
weren’t doing things by halves: half the country was single, 
another half were no longer talking to each other, a third 
half were separated and a fourth half had started divorce 
proceedings. That final half would one day include young 
Mrs Margaret Dardis and her other half, a boring old 
accountant who specialised in receiverships (or was it 
insolvencies? Examinerships? Bankruptcies? Whatever it 
was, he’d made a killing on it in the economic meltdown). 
He and she had split up recently after five years of 
arguments, sarcasm and snide remarks. Well, technically 
speaking more like one long argument lasting five years; a 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission wouldn’t be able to 
patch that one up, because these two were as incompatible 
as chalk and a ripe old Camembert. It was a messy story: 
after Mr Chalk had hired me to tail Mrs Cheese, Mrs 
Cheese hired me to dig for dirt on Mr Chalk, but that was 
another long story too. The next episode could wait until 
January. Besides, Maggie Dardis couldn’t afford my fees – 
she usually had to pay in kind by looking after my tech 
stuff. 

“Oh listen,” I said, “I might have a kinda IT job if yez 
are interested.” 

“Yeah.” Or at least I think she said yeah. Three fellow 
party-goers behind her were drowning us out with “Argh 
Jim lad, shiver me timbers” impersonations. 

“Argh Jim lad!” she shouted back at them. 
“What?” Either my hearing was going or the joint was 

hopping. Too many pirates. The sardines were packed 
more tightly than the departure lounge of a Ryanair 
regional airport. 

“I said yeah, Mossie,” she shouted. “Could do with the 
spondoolix.” 
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“It’s a quid pro quo. That alright with you? Drop over 
to the office tomorrow and I’ll explain all.” 

“Fair enough. I’ll drop in so.” 
Talking of which, she looked like she was about to 

drop her wine glass and small wine bottle: holding them in 
one hand, leaning against a stool with the other, tottering 
on precariously high heels. Behind her, the Christmas 
Jumper lights of one Argh Jim Lad were tangled with the 
dangly bits of another Jim Lad’s jumper. All three Jims 
were wearing this season’s must-have headgear: blue-and-
white “Coola Boola Christmas” Love/Hate hats. 

“What are you lot on exactly?” I asked Maggie. 
“Stoneybatter Scoop Trail.” 
“And,” I nodded towards the Argh Jims, “who be the 

pieces-of-eight pirate lads?”  
“Ah you know. Guys I used to work with.” 
A pub crawl with a bunch of techie nerds from the IT 

department and Treasure Island? Lovely.  
“What number are you on?” 
“Nine, Mossie. Number n-i-i-i-i-n-n-e.” 
She managed to plonk herself on the stool beside me 

without dropping her drink. So Maggie and co are on a 
Twelve Pubs of Christmas, and we’re pub number nine. 
No wonder half the pirates look wrecked. 

The “Twelve Pubs” or “Twelve Stations” was a 
seasonal tradition well past its Use-By date. Once upon a 
time it was innocent enough, with three simple rules: (1) 
twelve pints; (2) twelve pubs; (3) on the one night, shortly 
before Santa and Rudolph come to town. The itinerary 
kept changing over the years because Dublin pubs had this 
pesky habit of closing down, such as the Belfry across the 
road (mind you, I’d not been in the Belfry since it was 
Daly’s Lounge back in the Eighties; it finally had new 
owners this week, who were still painting and decorating). 

Dublin’s pubs kept doing that: closing down or 
opening up again, like the Belfry or the revamped 
Mulligans gastropub a few doors down. Or the routes of 
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the Twelve Pubs kept evolving to follow more modern 
tracks and trails through the city, such as the east-west 
logic of the tram line: the “Daniel Day (Luas) Pub Crawl”. 
Other places were ruled out altogether because the 
dinosaurs had a “Nah We Don’t Serve Girls Full Stop” 
rule at all times of the year. 

Some historians insisted that the Twelve Pubs tradition 
originated in the swamps of Cowtown in a primordial fog, 
and the Stoneybatter Scoop Trail was as authentically local 
and Stoneybatterish as, say, the Stoneybatter Culture Crawl 
(cancelled this year due to the mad cost of public liability 
insurance) or the Cowtown Festival in February. 

Others argued that the Twelve Pubs craze was 
imported from Texas in 1996. Or that it had started on 
Manor Street fifteen years ago, then spread like an Internet 
meme to the southside, to the likes of Doheny & Nesbitts, 
the Duke, the International, Peter’s Pub, the Old Stand, 
Doyle’s on College Street, Grogan’s, Kehoe’s, Neary’s, 
Sinnott’s, McDaid’s, Bruxelles, the Porterhouse on 
Parliament Street or the other Porterhouse, the Foggy 
Dew, O’Donohue’s, the Bankers, the Stag’s Head, Turk’s 
Head and Brazen Head. Not all in that order of course, 
and not all twenty on the one night. 

A big problem was that while the rules had initially 
been simple enough (twelve pubs, one night, near 
Christmas), each year the rulebook kept getting longer. 
And thicker. In every sense of the word. 

For example, if the route involved a tiny establishment 
such as the Dawson Lounge – a charming little pub, the 
smallest in Christendom (because, to misquote Shane 
MacGowan, Dublin still had “bars big as cars”, in this case 
the car being an Austin Mini Cooper) – a new rule might 
designate said venue as “the quiet pub”: once you order, 
absolute silence must be maintained at all times as you 
down your drink. That was fair enough. But some crawls 
adopted a strict “single file” rule for traipsing from pub to 
pub. Or the “walking backwards” rule. Or the no talking 
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about the recession / Man United / NAMA rule. The “no 
NAMA” bit was fair enough I guess; some people like 
NAMA but you wouldn’t want to eat a whole one, 
especially after a feed of pints. 

While I knew Maggie could hold her drink, she was still 
having serious problems holding this one: the white wine 
was in her left hand. 

“I thought you were right-handed,” I said. 
“Yeah but.” 
“What?” 
“Is the rule.” 
Oh-oh – dangerous warning sign: nouns and verbs 

were beginning to drop out of her sentences more quickly 
than first-year science students at UCD. 

“So. This … the left-hand pub.” She pulled out a soggy 
printout. “See? Izz, um, rules.” 

This called for the reading glasses. 
 

Rules of the 2013 Stoneybatter Scoop Trail 
 
Pub #1: All competitors must have a pint ordered 

by the 4:00 pm deadline, or a shot for every pub 
missed. 

Pub #2: At this point all mobiles must be turned 
off and remain so until the end. 

Pub #3: Everyone must get a stout (stout drinkers 
switch to lager). 

Pub #4: No one can go to the loo. 
Pub #5: No names or nicknames. Pointing is rude 

and will also be punished. 
Pub #6: The pick a mate pub – your colleague must 

feed you your drink in this pub. 
Pub #7: The swap shoes pub – swap one shoe with 

another participant. 
Pub #8: The fake accent pub – everybody talks like 

a Yank tourist or a pirate. 
Pub #9: The left-hand pub – everyone is only 
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allowed to drink with their bad hand, not their good 
one. (NB penalty drinks must also be drunk with bad 
hand) 

Pub #10: The Gaeilge pub. No speaking English. 
Or politics. 

Pub #11: The no swearing pub. 
Pub #12: Sit back and enjoy the sense of 

achievement, in a mission as epic as Shackleton’s 
voyage from Elephant Island to South Georgia! 

 
“Izz more.” She turned the sheet over. “On other side.” 
And there go the definite articles. 

 
Extra rules …  

 
1. Minimum one pint or shot per pub – or one 

mini wine bottle for the girls. 
2. Anyone intending to drink less, please 

downgrade to the Junior ‘B’ Competition. 
3. No going to the jacks allowed en route from 

pub to pub. If you’re spotted a shot must be 
downed at the next pub. 

4. The three designated punishment shots this 
year are a Jägerbomb, Sambuca or Tequila. 

5. All participants must wear the official T-shirt 
and a Christmas Jumper. Bonus points for 
funky ones with flashing lights, reindeer 
antlers, Santa hats, Mrs Claus dresses etc. 

6. Snitching and catching people out are 
encouraged. 

7. So are shenanigans, which may be rewarded 
with bonus points (apart from if said 
shenanigans result in the ejection of one or 
more participants). 

8. But please respect the bar staff and other 
patrons, and this year try to leave the 
decorations as you found them. 
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9. Puking results in instant disqualification. 
10. In the event of any disputes or altercations 

the Committee’s word is final. 
 
“You’d be half cut by the time you read that,” I said. 
“Yeah but haveta have rules, Mossie.” 
“No you don’t. In fact that’s my number one rule: no 

rules.” 
“Ebeneeeezer, Mossie!” 
“Or keep it simple, like ‘Rule #1: avoid A&E’.” 
“Lighten up, detecty man.” 
“Well I’d rather be playing something more civilised. 

Like Chinese Roulette.” 
“Whazzat? Like neknominations?” 
“Ah no, y’know, it’s … Hey! Watch it,” I said to an 

awkward bollix in a red suit who almost collided into us. 
He had a big white beard and long white ponytail and I 
was sure I’d seen him before somewhere. This Santa was 
full of the Christmas spirit tonight – a large red-and-white 
panda causing general pandemonium, staggering around 
looking for a snog or a squeeze. 

“Thanks,” Maggie said to me. “Langer!” she barked in 
Santa’s general direction. 

“Not one of yours is he?” I asked. 
“Course not. Ya gobshite!” 
“So what’s the route this year?” 
Daft question. She said they’d started in a suitably rock 

‘n’ roll fashion at the Dice Bar down the corner of Queen 
Street and Benburb Street, and they’d be ending up in 
Hynes’s up on Prussia Street. Or maybe vice versa. 

“Though we might swish to Kavanagh’s cos it could be 
bingo night in Hynes’s,” Maggie continued, “and 
Kavanagh’s hazza smoking area. Half the lads will be dying 
for a fag by then. Where izz Kavanagh’s?” 

“Straight up the street with a new splash of paint. Can’t 
miss it, Simpsons yellow. Nearer than Hynes’s too. But 
whatever you do, don’t do the both of them. That’d be the 
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Thirteen Pubs.” 
“Yeah, thirteen unlucky.” More verbs missing in action. 
Someone shouted the codeword: “Rudolph!” 
Someone else shouted “Down the hatchet!” The pub 

crawlers downed their dregs and got up to leave. Or tried 
to; half of them were suddenly legless. 

Maggie glugged back the last of her wine and struggled 
with her jumper as the Organising Committee gathered up 
the walking wounded for the long trek to the next venue, 
O’Gara’s. Now I know what they mean by “worse than 
herding cats”.  

So Tommy O’Gara’s was Pub #10: the speak-Irish 
pub, no English and no talking politics. A bit contentious, 
that rule – O’Gara’s walls were festooned with more 
political pictures than any other pub in Dublin, from the 
Michael Collins to the repro 1916 Proclamation, not to 
mention the shrine at the end of the bar to Drumcondra’s 
prodigal – a portrait of Bertie in the suit and red tie in 
front of the Mansion House, with dark windswept hair. All 
his mayor’s chain was missing was a large bowl at the end 
of it. I wondered whether O’Gara’s had any Ned Power 
pics. 

Through the stained glass the night sky lit up like a 
lightning storm. Despite the downpour they were having 
an identity parade outside. A roll call – the Committee 
taking pictures for verification purposes. And for 
blackmail on Facebook. 

“Ah c’mon Mossie,” Maggie gave a pout. “Fancy joiny 
us? Night izz young.”  

I gave a slow shake of the head.  
Another pout: “Ah go on go on g’wan.”  
“Nah,” I said. “You know boring old me. Us old 

people prefer to stay put in the one place.” 
Yeah, a guest appearance on Who Can Get The Most 

Pissed And Get Us Chucked Out Of Here ain’t my idea of fun 
any more. Or drinking games with young ones waddling 
around Temple Bar wearing zogabongs (the pom-pom 
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antennae things). 
Maggie tried another boozy pout. Usually Maggie 

Dardis could pout for Ireland and get away with murder; 
you wouldn’t even downgrade that to manslaughter 
tonight. Eight or nine pubs can have a strange effect on 
pouts. 

“No, really,” I said. “Weather’s mad and I’ve tons to 
do.” 

“Christmas chopping?” 
“I’m making the Christmas pud. Honest.” 
With one last pout she put her jumper on. Its theme 

was season four of Love/Hate, with a “Have a Nidgey 
Christmas!” slogan. 

“Enjoy.” I gave her a mock toast. “May your God go 
with you, I wish your liver luck, and don’t forget to finish 
off your night with a great big dirty kebab.” 

“Bye Scroooooge.” She picked up her puffy jacket. 
“You chillax. Catch you tomorrow. Maybe.” 

“Yeah. And don’t forget to bring the definite articles.” 
“You wha’?” 
“Ah nothing. Slán. Hey – you forgot the beret.” 

 
The night-time radio was flooded with reports, alerts, texts 
and tweets about the weather. Across the city, Storm 
Emily had cut down thousands of trees. Gusts of 150 kph, 
most of Cork smashed to smithereens.  

I switched off the bad news and put the Stoneybatter 
Band’s new album on the CD player. A band not really 
from Stoneybatter in Dublin 7 but from Massachusetts – 
Irish-influenced American folkies with a Planxty vibe. 
Now to get down to the pudding. 

I wasn’t joking about the Christmas pudding. The 
traditional Christmas pud is a heavyweight bout at the end 
of a massive meal. I prefer a no-fat one, a flyweight with 
all the Christmassy flavour and none of the stodge. It 
won’t keep as long as your typical Delia Smith pudding, 
but bear in mind that Delia uses five gallons of suet and 
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cooks hers two years in advance, then stores it under the 
bed in the spare bedroom. My little gaff doesn’t have a 
spare bedroom. 

You start by making breadcrumbs from a dozen slices 
of bread (white sliced pan, or wholemeal even). Grate a 
couple of apples – Mrs McGroarty’s cookers, not 
bothering to peel them – and roughly chop two bananas 
and 150 grams of walnuts, almonds and hazelnuts. 

Whisk together four eggs with 150 mills of milk. Grate 
the rind and squeeze the juice of one lemon. Add booze. 
Brandy again this year? Guinness? Whiskey? Nah, two 
tablespoons of a neglected bottle of rum. Stir all together 
with 450 grams of currants, raisins and sultanas, a pinch of 
salt, 40 grams of brown sugar and a teaspoon of …  

Where the feck is the mixed spice? How come it’s always 
always always at the very back of the spice cupboard, 
behind the infamous lavender honey? 

Normally at this stage you’d butter a four-pint pudding 
basin, pour in the mix, cover with greaseproof paper and 
secure it with butcher’s string. This year instead I’d make 
half a dozen mini puds. Put them in a pan to steam for a 
couple of hours before going to bed, with two inches of 
water and the lid on. Store in the fridge until Christmas 
Day, then reheat again for half an hour’s steaming in a pan 
of water. Or microwave if eating alone. No ifs about it this 
year: when eating alone. Just before serving I’d warm a glug 
of Cognac, pour it over the pudding, pour the cream, turn 
down the lights, set fire to the place and have a panicky 
look at the small print of the slimmed down insurance 
policy. 

That still left nine tons of Mrs McGroarty’s cooking 
apples. Only one thing for it: apple jelly. 

Put on the kettle, replenish the CD player with more 
Morrissey, dig out the sheets of muslin and two big mixing 
bowls. 

A large batch of roughly chopped apples – skin, core, 
pips the lot – goes into the Le Creuset pot with two litres 
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of hot water, to boil away for forty minutes until soft. 
Between the pudding and spices, stewed apples and 

cidery aromas, it was beginning to smell a lot like 
Christmas. 

Right. So line a large bowl with muslin, ladle half the 
pulp into it, tie together the sheet’s four corners to improv 
a jelly bag. Repeat with the other half of the pulp, a second 
bowl and a second jelly bag; hang the bags on hooks over 
bowls by the sink (everyone should have hooks over the 
kitchen sink), letting the juice drip drip drip away slowly 
overnight. 

You have to be patient. The one thing you never ever 
do, despite the temptation, is to squeeze the bags. Never 
push down with a wooden spoon, or a hand even. Getting 
pushy solves nothing; it’ll only turn your jelly cloudy. 

Maybe that was my problem in the blackmail case: 
trying too hard, being too pushy, clouding everything, 
solving nothing. Maybe I needed more time and patience – 
or a fresh pair of eyes. Yet I still had next to nothing. Not 
even a list of possible suspects. 

Not unless you count one missing intern. Or TJ 
O’Malley and “Sergei”, his suspicious “Serbian” bagman 
with a bog accent called Shane. 
 
Trees swayed and groaned as their weaker branches 
snapped and collapsed to the ground. Eileen couldn’t 
sleep. At least when she fell off in brief snatches her latest 
dreams didn’t involve the rat any more. 

In its place was a dream about the mouldy patches in 
the back passage. 

Or the dream in which the taxman froze their bank and 
savings accounts because Stephen forgot to pay the 
property tax, and a crowd was banging their front door, 
furious that the standing orders had bounced. 

Or the one about a week ago, about queuing up for 
three years to see the hospital consultant. Eventually it was 
her turn. And there he was, sat behind his fancy desk, 
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saying “Oh yes you have to have the operation, Mrs 
Hussey,” in his plummy gravitas voice. A bloody 
consultant? Wearing a red Munster jersey and Bermuda 
shorts and flipflops? You couldn’t make it up. You can’t 
take that kind of bad dream seriously, not with a 
consultant in Bermuda shorts.  

About an hour after that one she dreamt that any time 
you touched a brick or wall in the living room or utility 
room it turned to sand – King Midas in reverse. While all 
this was happening the dream had a TV newsflash: an 
explosion at a chemical factory, toxic fumes sweeping 
down the North Circular, everyone must stay indoors for 
ever, the Liffey awash with dead seabirds and swans. 

At least there were no rats again. 
But the giant rat was getting to be a nightmare all the 

same. It was just bloody well waiting up in the attic 
somewhere, she just knew it was. Sitting there, waiting to 
make its next appearance. 
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series about Moss Reid, Stoneybatter’s gastronomic private 
eye. For most of his clients it’s a question of the “not 
knowing”, from not knowing who your parents (and you) 
really are, to not knowing why a loved one has disappeared 
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along the way. 
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